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Indirect purchasing manages purchases which are not directly contributed to the
company’s end products. To manage better this varying area of purchases, ebusiness tools, such as e-sourcing and e-procurement solutions, have become
more typical.
This research examines Indirect Purchasing department in Wärtsilä which has
recently implemented these tools. The case company manages indirect purchases
with the Category Management model. The first target for this research was to
evaluate the current model and vision the optimal model for the era in which the
e-business tools are fully in use. Another target was to plan a roadmap for the
model implementation.
Due to the problem complexity, the thesis contained qualitative and quantitative
research. The spend analysis was done for identifying spend suitable for the ebusiness solutions while interviews were to discover limitations and possibilities
for the creation of the new model. Based on the results the future model and
implementation plan were created.
The results indicate that the e-business tools make the purchasing function more
process oriented and it does not necessarily have to change the structure how the
products and services are managed. However, applying strategic sourcing tools,
such as Power Matrix, helps in creating strategic categories and selecting
purchasing areas most probably applicable to these e-business tools.
In the new model, Category Management was developed by applying both
strategic tools and classification standard. Additionally, a separate process organization was needed to be established.
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Verkkoliiketoiminta
Epäsuorat hankinnat ovat sellaisia materiaaliostoja ja palveluja, jotka eivät tule
osaksi lopputuotetta. Viime aikoina näiden hankintojen ohjaamisessa ovat yleistyneet erilaiset verkkoliiketoiminnan kilpailutus- ja hankintaratkaisut.
Tässä diplomityössä tutkittiin Wärtsilän Indirect Purchasing osastoa, joka on
äskettäin ottanut käyttöön vastaavia työkaluja. Epäsuoria hankintoja ohjataan
kategoriajohtamisen mallilla, joka ei ole täysin yhteensopiva uusien ratkaisujen
kanssa. Työn tärkeimpänä tavoitteena oli arvioida kategoriajohtamista ja suunnitella uusi malli hankintojen ohjaamiseen kun sähköiset ratkaisut ovat käytössä.
Toinen tavoite työlle oli ehdottaa ratkaisua mallin implementointiin.
Työssä käytettiin sekä laadullista että numeerista lähestymistapaa ongelman
moniulotteisuuden takia. Ensin toteutettiin data-analyysi arvioimaan hankintoja,
joita voidaan tulevaisuudessa ohjata uusilla työkaluilla. Tämän lisäksi tehtiin
haastatteluja antamaan näkökulmaa uuden mallin luontiin. Analyysin ja haastattelujen pohjalta luotiin uusi epäsuorien hankintojen ohjaamisen malli.
Tutkimuksessa havaittiin, että sähköiset ratkaisut saavat hankintaorganisaation
kiinnittämään aiempaa enemmän huomiota prosesseihin. Nämä työkalut eivät
suoraan haastaneet kategoriajohtamisen mallia. Strategisen hankinnan työkalujen, kuten Power Matrixin, käyttöönottamisen havaittiin helpottavan erottelemaan hankintoja, jotka ovat todennäköisimmin soveltuvia uusilla työkaluilla
ohjattaviksi.
Ratkaisussa kehitettiin kategoriajohtamista hyödyntämällä hankintojen luokittelustandardia sekä strategisen hankinnan teorioita. Näiden lisäksi ehdotuksessa
eroteltiin prosessit omaksi kokonaisuudekseen, jolloin saatiin muodostettua
yrityksessä toteutuskelpoinen malli.
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KEY DEFINITIONS
Cost

Expenses of any kind which are caused to the
organization. The costs can be caused intentionally or
unintentionally, and they include also process costs. To
be understood the difference with spend.

Direct spend

The expenses from purchasing of raw materials, plant,
equipment and services that directly contribute to the
creation and delivery of the organization’s own
revenue-generating products and/or services (Cox,
Chicksand, Ireland & Davies, 2005, p. 42) Depending
on the resources direct spend has also been referred as
cost of goods sold (CoGS). (Vickerstaff & Johal, 2012,
pp. 55-58)

e-Business

Electronic business. Refers to any business transaction
carried out on the Internet. (Johnson, Leenders &
Flynn, 2011, p. 185)

e-Catalog

Digitalized version of supplier’s product catalog
available in e-procurement system (Johnson, et al.,
2011, p. 105)

e-Commerce

Refers to buying or selling transactions carried out on
the Internet. (Johnson, et al., 2011, p. 185)

e-Procurement

The processing of the purchasing requisitioning,
authorization, ordering and goods receipt transactions
on the Internet.

e-Sourcing

The processing of RFX or reverse auction transactions
over the Internet.

Indirect Purchasing

Sourcing and purchasing of items and services which
are not directly contributed to the company’s end
product.

Indirect spend

Expenses of the purchasing of items required to sustain
the operational functioning of the organization.
Indirect spend includes all MRO items as well as
support services, which do not contribute directly to
revenue-generating products and/or services (Cox, et
al., 2005, p. 42)

Internal customer

Employee of the case company
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Procurement

The acquisition of goods and services in return for a
monetary or equivalent payment – including
borrowing, leasing and even force or pillage (Lysons
& Farrington, 2006, p. 6). The term refers to the actual
transaction.

Purchasing

Classic definition is “To buy materials of the right
quality, in the right quantity, from the right source
delivered to the right place at the right time at the right
price”. The term can refer to a function, process,
organizational buying and in some context also
supplier or external resource management. Still to be
noted that the term has a tactical rather than a strategic
perspective. (Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 5-7)

Reverse auction

Auction on the internet where suppliers compete by
bidding against each other in given time period to offer
the lowest price for purchase. The auction is held
dynamic and real-time. (Johnson, et al., 2011, pp. 107109; Payne, Dorn & Podolak, 2011, p. 83; Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, pp. 199-201) Sometimes referred as
e-auction.

Stakeholder

Person or group of people required for strategic
decision making in sourcing or supply management.

Sourcing

The process of identifying, selecting and developing
suppliers which are key purchasing activities. It can
have tactical and operational or strategic levels.
(Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 367)

Spend

Expenses which the organization causes intentionally
by executing procurement actions.

Maverick buying

Buying where the purchases are done off-contract or
against purchasing policy (Johnson, et al., 2011, p.
420)

MRO

Maintenance, repair and operating expenditure. (Cox,
et al., 2005, p. 40) Referred often to mean indirect
purchasing. In this research, MRO refers only to one
part of indirect spend.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Due to constantly developing technology environment and challenging market
competition, companies have actively started to pay attention to their operation’s
cost structure and spend management. In the earlier decades, the research and development have emphasized managing the company’s revenue generating supply base
– direct spend. In the past two decades, the cost reduction and savings capturing
have become crucial and the interest has shifted to examine the costs of necessary
operating expenses which are called indirect spend. (Cox, Chicksand, Ireland &
Davies, 2005, pp. 1-5; Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp. 237-238)

A remarkable change in the business environment of past two decades is the set of
new tools based on new technological solutions. These tools affect on personal
work but also on the organizational level of working. After the retail industry has
taken its place on the Internet on 1995, e-commerce solutions have expanded
rapidly in the business-to-customer markets. (May, 2000, pp. 99-100) The ecommerce has widely impacted on the retail industry. Similar solutions are also
available and constantly more on the interest of companies’ purchasing organizations (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 237). Such solutions are different esourcing and e-procurement tools. The utilization of these technology solutions has
been proven to have the ability to enhance the adaptation of the best practices in the
company and simultaneously then improve quality, cost, flexibility, and reliability
of purchasing. (González-Benito & Rodríguez-Escobar, 2015)
In the 1960’s and 1970’s the purchasing related research developed business
models and ideologies which are still known as purchasing processes, policies,
organization structure, key performance indicators and purchasing strategies.
(Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 147) In these first studies and even in some later
literature there is no information on indirect purchasing or spend management. The
topic has developed to be a more independent area of expertise only when the
companies started to manage the purchasing of the manufacturing point of view “Cparts”. These low importance parts were grouped under the name MRO Materials
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Management, Indirect Procurement or Operating Resource Management. In this
phase, the first e-procurement solutions were introduced for indirect materials purchasing. The purchasing function got personnel dedicated only for the indirect
purchases. After this, the academic researchers have interested more about indirect
spend and e-business topics in purchasing. (Knolmayer, Mertens & Zeier, 2002, pp.
68, 150; Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013)

The possibility to implement e-business solutions for the companies purchasing
functions has risen into better awareness of the management teams along with the
risen popularity of Ariba solution. Late 1990’s, the Ariba Inc. published an ebusiness solution which provided tools for spend management, sourcing, procurement, contract management and in several other areas related to purchasing.
(Silicon Valley Historical Association, 2008) This e-business solution grew to
cover customer companies’ purchase transactions twice the size of eBay by the end
of the year 2008 (Silicon Valley Historical Association, 2008) and many companies
adopted the new ideology for their indirect purchasing. Spend management, and
indirect spend have since then been the topic in which companies have investigated
a competitive advantage actively with the strong support of the e-business solutions.
(Master, 2006; Maurillo & Martin, 2004; Master, 2006)
Currently, in the 21st century, other competitors have appeared for Ariba which has
dominated the markets for the purchasing e-business solutions (Silicon Valley
Historical Association, 2008). Companies like Coupa, Promena and eBidSystems
are such new competitors that offer e-procurement and e-sourcing solutions.
(Promena, 2016; eBid Systems, 2016; Coupa, 2016) These solutions provide
functionalities which aim to deliver value as a service to their customers better than
before. (Coupa, 2016) When these new tools are adapted to a company, it revolutionizes the indirect purchasing processes, and the spend management has to evolve
to support the full implementation of these new tools. This research examines the
case company which has already gone through similar development path and has
decided to implement one of the e-procurement and e-sourcing systems the first
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time. This change urges the purchasing function to re-evaluate spend management
planning and optimization to support the maximal use of the selected system.
1.1

Objectives

The objective of this research is to understand the managing of indirect spend and
to create a new spend management model for a case company Indirect Purchasing
organization which has recently implemented e-business solution. The research
aims to describe and bring up factors which are interesting to an indirect purchasing
organization management and will suggest a route after the system implementation.

The following research questions and their subquestions were used as a basis for
this research:
1. What is indirect spend?
a. Why is indirect spend challenging to manage?
b. How can indirect spend be managed?
2. How should indirect spend management be developed to function the best
with a new e-sourcing and e-procurement tools?
a. How to develop category management?
b. What is the future model of category management when the new
tools are in use in the case company?
3. What are future development actions and possibilities after the system
implementation?
a. What development needs other companies have run into in similar
situation?
b. What are the next phases of category development in the case
company after the implementation?
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1.2

Delimitations

Due to the complexity of the indirect spend management, the research has been
limited in four areas. The case company consists of several legal entities. The first
delimitation limites this research to the case company’s organizations implemented
the main ERP system. This limitation is reasonable because the company has a
target to use only one ERP system globally in all of its legal entities. Payne, Dorn,
and Podolak have described in their book that to create a strategy for sourcing based
on multiple ERP systems would require significant workload from information
technology and financial departments. (Payne, Dorn & Podolak, 2011, p. 20) This
kind of analysis was not possible within this research.
On the organizational part, the research is limited to cover case company’s indirect
spend which is managed by Indirect Purchasing and Information Management
departments. The project spend is included in those parts which are counted to
indirect spend and projects are not differentiated from the other spend in this
research but are handled equally to any other purchases. The research handles
source-to-goods receipt process from which goods delivery and invoicing processes
are excluded because they are not under the responsibility of Indirect Purchasing
department.

1.3

Business Case Introduction

The case company in this research is a global engine manufacturer, Wärtsilä, which
has operations in over 200 locations in more than 70 countries. The company also
provides services business around their industry. The research is focused on a
support function Indirect Purchasing which is under Supply Management organization together with Direct Purchasing. Indirect Purchasing (later referred as IP)
operates as an independent entity for managing suppliers and spend which are
needed for running the business. The IP organization has personnel in 72 countries.
Altogether IP has 100 FTEs for managing almost one billion euros and 16 000
suppliers annually. The organization executes, monitors and develops the supplier
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relationship management (SRM), agreement negotiations, sourcing and purchasing
processes. Only invoice handling is outsourced from IP to company’s financial
Shared Service Center organization which cooperates on a regular basis with IP
teams. For managing the suppliers and spend the IP organization has adapted the
category management model. In current Category Management setting, there are
ten different categories which all have from two to eight different subcategories.
This hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 1. Additionally, there is one Taxes and duties
subcategory which can be assigned to any category.

Figure 1. Indirect Purchasing organization's current category model

Each of the company’s categories has its own team and assigned personnel in the
country organizations. The category is led by a Category Manager who is responsible for global agreements and sourcing decisions in his/her category. Some categories have strategic purchasers to support the strategic sourcing and purchasing
within the category, but all the categories have also named a local operative
purchaser for each country to execute the operative PO creation and sourcing
activities.
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Today, suppliers are classified into categories depending on which supplier’s
product or service is the biggest cost for the case company. Each category has
defined the appropriate processes, communications with the stakeholders and
sourcing strategies. Ways of working may vary a lot between the categories. For
example, one of the categories manages products and materials through the
company ERP system while other categories do not have material information in
the ERP system at all or the purchases are handled via payment cards. Additionally,
there are some specific software systems in place for managing certain purchases,
like in-house catering services and building maintenance.
To increase the compliance which is the main object of IP’s current strategy, the
organization has decided to invest in an e-procurement and e-sourcing solution. The
target is to implement the new e-business system to all the purchasing areas and
categories where it is applicable. The areas managed with another software are not
priorities, but the value of the implementation will be investigated separately for
each case. The new system changes the source-to-pay process for those commodities which can be purchased through the system. However, there are some
recognized areas which probably cannot be implemented in the system. To support
the best possible implementation, the IP organization has decided to review the
current category model which has been the input for this research.

1.4

Research Execution

The request for this research has become from the case company during an esourcing and e-procurement software configuration and implementation project
which carries a project name OPTIMAX. The project had been planned for long
and was executed as a part of three-year IPMAX development program which aims
to improve strategic sourcing, processes, compliance and organization in the
Indirect Purchasing Department.

The OPTIMAX project started in August 2016 with critical configurations. The
project phases and this research are visualized in Figure 2. This research started in
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parallel with the main project after the e-sourcing module was launched and the eprocurement module configurations were ongoing in the company. The implementtation was done in four waves, the first two of which were ongoing during the
research. Each implementation wave had a subset of countries to which the ebusiness solution was decided to be implemented.

Figure 2. This thesis research is highlighted in green in IP development plan

As mentioned already the nature of this research objectives is to provide the future
direction and overall perspective for indirect spend management after the new
system has been implemented. Due to that fact, the research method selected for
this research was embedded case study which combines both qualitative and
quantitative methods in the manner that are the most suitable for the research areas
(Valli & Aaltola, 2015, pp. 180-183). This type problem-solving also supports the
best practice for organizational decision making where the solution is created and
evaluated based on several information sources. Thereafter the decision for moving
forward is made by the organization management which is the situation also with
this research. (Waters, 2001, pp. 5-6)

The problem-solving in this research requires a broad perspective and a deep
understanding of the case organization and the factors affecting to the situation,
which is typical for a case study research. (Woodside & Wilson, 2003, pp. 496-497)
To gain a deep understanding in a case study environment Woodside and Wilson
have presented the following methods which were used in this research:
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-

Direct observation by the researcher within the environments of
the case

-

Probing by asking case participants for explanations and
interpretations of “operational data”

-

Analyses of documents and natural sites occurring in case
environment. (Woodside & Wilson, 2003, p. 498)

The gaining of deep understanding was done before and during the actual research
by observing, exchanging information and discussing with an organization members. The researcher was also part of the e-business system implementation from
the beginning to understand fully the functions of the new system and the direction
to which the spend management needs to adapt. The observations were done to gain
more information about business and process limitations and ways of working.

1.5

Report Structure

The report has two parts. The research combines data analysis and an interview
research. To set-up a strategic purchasing and categories, Payne, Dorn, and Podolak
suggest performing internal end-user interviews. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 28-30)
This kind of research was executed in the case company’s Indirect Purchasing
Department in another Master’s Thesis research on 2013. Therefore, internal
customer and stakeholder reviews were not seen to give enough new perspectives
to the problem. The interviews were selected to be done among IP personnel and
external contacts. The internal interviews support the gaining of deep understanding
and external interviews were seen as a benchmarking which has become commonly
typical to purchasing departments. (Sánchez-Rodríguez, Martínez-Lorente &
Clavel, 2003, p. 469) According to Sánches-Rodríguez, Martínez-Lorent and
Clavel’s research, benchmarking has significant positive impact on purchasing
function’s performance which is also linked to positive business performance.
(Sánchez-Rodríguez, et al., 2003, p. 469) They also conclude that purchasing
function benchmarking should be especially used as a tool for identifying more
advanced purchasing processes, challenging current purchasing performance goals
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and acquiring better understanding of purchasing weaknesses and strengths
(Sánchez-Rodríguez, et al., 2003, p. 470) which represented well the case company
situation.

Figure 3. The structure of the report

The structure of the report is illustrated in Figure 3. After the introduction, the main
subjects related to the problem are handled in their own chapters. The fifth chapter
is the last theoretical chapter, and it combines all previous perspectives to describe
the future trends of the purchasing. Then there are described the research methodology and analysis which give input to the model which is described in the
following chapter. The final chapter presents the implementation plan for the
model. In this part, are introduced the roadmaps to bring the model into reality.
Conclusions and summary finalize the report.
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2

INDIRECT SPEND

The indirect spend is a cost of items required to sustain the operational functioning
of the organization. This spend includes the cost of all items as well as support
services which do not contribute directly to the revenue-generating products and/or
services. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 42; Payne, et al., 2011, p. 1). Indirect spend can be
said to be all the company’s other costs if the revenue generating product’s costs
are excluded. In the following chapters have been discussed about the basic of the
indirect spend and challenges in managing it.

2.1

Basics of the Indirect Spend

The separation of production and non-production related costs is recognized in
many literature sources, but the name of these non-production related operation
costs has varied during the time. For non-production related costs, Kalakota and
Robinson use a term operating resources expenses (2000, pp. 237-245). In some
older literature, the same spend has been divided into Maintenance, Repair and
Operating items (MRO) and services which have then developed to be independent
areas of specialty. (Gower, 1995, pp. 478-503; Cox, et al., 2005, p. 42) The most
recent publications use the term indirect spend. (O'Brien, 2015; Payne, et al., 2011;
Bagshaw, 2009) Additionally, the name of indirect spend varies also by the
perspective. In accounting, these costs are also called as overhead costs or just
expenses. (Mott, 2008, pp. 122-129; Vickerstaff & Johal, 2012, pp. 55-58)

The indirect spend is managed in an ERP system with a chart of accounts (CoA).
CoA contains general ledger accounts (GL) which are classified as assets,
liabilities, income and other groups which can be found on the financial statement.
These GLs are used for all financial transactions. The purchasing transactions are
allocated to the account representing the cost type to manage the total spend in
accounting. (Okungbowa, 2015, p. 65; Payne, et al., 2011, p. 18; Mott, 2008, pp.
24-26)
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A survey executed in 2005 found that all the respondents of the attended 124
companies did not recognize the term of indirect spend or the definition was
interpreted. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 42) The fact can be justified with varying
terminology and probably due to the better-recognized importance of direct spend.
(Bagshaw, 2009) Many companies understand indirect spend as administrative
expenses with a minor importance, but it is critical to remind that the definition of
indirect spend covers “any type of product or service that is required by most
companies in order to function on a day-to-day basis”. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 3)
According to the references from the year 2000, the indirect spend was 30–41% of
company’s total spend. (May, 2000, p. 125; Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 241)
The newer references give even higher estimations; 40–53% of company’s total
spend. (Bagshaw, 2009; Payne, et al., 2011, p. 1; Cox, et al., 2005, p. 44)

This progression indicates that the portion of indirect spend has grown in companies
during the time. One reason for this progress could be the increased service business
because in general, the service-based organizations have bigger indirect spend than
manufacturing companies. (Baum, 2013, p. 93) Lately, traditional manufacturing
companies have begun to offer different kinds of service products along their
original products to widen their product portfolio. A broad product range also
affects to cost structure of the company. (Baum, 2013, p. 93; Cox, et al., 2005, p.
44) Because the indirect portion plays the more significant role than before, the
executives have taken an aim to suppress the indirect spend with more or less
successful results. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 1-3)

2.2

Challenges to Manage Indirect Spend

In addition to being a significant portion of the company’s total spend, indirect
spend also has other characteristics which make it challenging to manage.
Challenges in managing indirect spend are described in the following chapters. The
topics are divided into three themes: item and cost challenges, processes and tools
challenges, and organizational challenges.
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2.2.1

Item and Cost Related Challenges

Indirect spend consists of a large number of different products and services. The
segmentation which items do belong to indirect or direct costs may vary among the
companies due to the differences in their businesses (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 6-7) but
the main ideology remains quite the same which can be seen in Table 1. Indirect
purchasing highly differs from direct purchasing which normally has only limited
amount of different items and services. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 40) Solely MRO area,
including office supplies, can naturally have over 10 000 items (Gower, 1995).
Additionally, indirect spend contains spend of support services which are needed
to run day-to-day operations. These services can be half of the company’s purchases
(Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 502-507).
Table 1. Goods and services classified under indirect purchases

When all different spending areas, which are considered indirect, are summed the
count of items explodes, and harmonious management becomes challenging. A
large number of items causes challenges on getting coherent data of the purchases
or tracking compliance. Typically all indirect purchases do not have Purchase
Orders (POs), or if they have POs, the item level is not captured because there is a
large number of products and services and they are purchased too seldom to be
defined in the ERP system. Even if a description of the item would be available, it
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may be hard to determine the purchased item as the information quality may vary
highly depending on the category and location. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 4)
In addition to being different kinds of items, another challenge comes from their
actual costs nature. Indirect spend consists of many different kinds of costs which
can be divided in the financial point of view into fixed or variable costs. Fixed costs
remain the same level and behave similarly even though the activity increases.
Typically rent, and business rates are fixed costs as they are contracted once for the
certain period of time, during which the costs remain stable. Variable costs are the
ones that increase according to the level of the purchase. (Mott, 2008, p. 123) These
kind of purchases are typically material costs. Some costs may even behave like
both types in which case they are called semi-variable costs (Mott, 2008, p. 123).
Differently behaving costs bring challenges to indirect purchasing processes as
there may be differences in PO creation and invoicing.
2.2.2

Processes and Tools Related Challenges

Supply chain management and purchasing literature are mostly focused on the
direct spend phenomenon, like make-or-buy decisions or inventory level optimization. (Gower, 1995, p. 257) These studies are mainly not applicable to the indirect
spend due to its supportive nature. Therefore, the direct purchasing gets more tools
and interest from the companies’ executives. (Bagshaw, 2009) While typical
solutions are not applicable, the indirect spend management has a tendency to focus
on lowering the supplier prices. Purchasing function effectiveness has not been paid
attention if the organization has met its targets with the price negotiations. (Payne,
et al., 2011, pp. 1-3)

Indirect spend is related to several processes which tend to be paper intensive and
inefficient. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 232) The process inefficiency also
causes challenges in spend management. Indirect spend related processes are not
only the sourcing and procurement processes, but also purchase requisition and invoice approval, agreement negotiation and processes of supplier relations management. On the payment side, indirect spend can be handled through payment card
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processes, invoicing or with other methods depending nature of the purchase. Due
to several linked processes, the process development and management mindset is
critical. Processes are a way to avoid focusing too much on the department level
performance measuring which is not related to the company’s customers and value
creation. (Laamanen, 2004, p. 16)

In some spend management areas, there even might be independent software
solutions because these are needed to manage a certain business process. These kind
of separate software solutions are different Meetings and Reservations Management, Online Travel Booking and Expense Management, Building Maintenance
and Asset Management, e-procurement or other solutions (MSC Corporation, 2016;
ExpensePath Inc., 2016; Concur Technologies Inc., 2016; eMaint, 2016; Silicon
Valley Historical Association, 2008; Coupa, 2016). Additionally, there are supplier
operating payment card processes which can handle some part of spend (American
Express Company, 2016; Visa, 2016) The use of these solutions and external
processes make the spend information fragmented and challenging to consolidate.
(Spend Matters, 2010; Aberdeen Group, 2007) In the future, there might even be
more different software solutions for specific spend optimization, and also the
payment card solutions may cover a larger portion of spend than today.
(Mastercard, 2016)

2.2.3

Organizational Challenges

Direct costs are formed when a company creates value for its customers. However,
indirect purchasing creates value to the company’s internal customers, and stakeholders – to its employees and other departments. The indirect purchasing requires
participation and engagement of the stakeholders for being successful in creating
value and realizing savings (O'Brien, 2015, p. 5). The stakeholders’ opinions affect
the supply decisions which may cause a problematic setting for purchase and
sourcing organization to make the most optimal solutions. This situation has been
implied to be “one of the biggest challenges in optimizing supply chains.”
(Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, pp. 147-148)
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One organizational challenge in indirect spend management is globalization. Suppliers and purchasing can be managed on global, regional or local levels which also
should be understood on spend management. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 51-52;
Gower, 1995, p. 64) The most of the indirect categories require decentralized
management, especially when the company is located in multiple locations. There
are regional differences on the nature and the delivery cost for the item. (Payne, et
al., 2011, pp. 51-52) Decentral management captures resources and requires local
market knowledge. Additionally, categories have typically low capability of managing and evaluating qualitative aspects of value creation. In addition to price, the
quality may affect the supplier selection and spend formation of the company.
(Payne, et al., 2011, p. 4) The quality perspective makes it even more challenging
to overcome regional differences in measuring and evaluating spend and its
management.

Resources may come limited for spend management as category teams are normally
overwhelmed with the supplier relations tasks. Therefore, planning strategic actions
for spend management might get neglected. For example, changing between
suppliers may cause additional work and the purchasing focuses on supplier
relations instead of strategic sourcing. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 2) Supplier relations
management is long-term and short-term planning of joint initiatives, communication channels, data interfaces or joint development. (Hübner, 2011, p. 36)
Supplier performance management reviews the supplier expectations and capabilities and creates a strategic plan for leveraging the different supplier relations
needed by the business. (Gordon, 2008, p. 64) The supplier strategies can easily be
mixed with the commodity sourcing strategies even tough certain commodity
strategy can contain several and different types of supplier strategies. (Gordon,
2008, p. 64) For example, sourcing strategy can have preferred suppliers who are
then managed in the SRM accordingly. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 47)
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3

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT

Category management (CM) is originally used by retailers where CM is defined “to
be a joint process of retailers and manufacturers through which categories are
managed as strategic business units to increase utility for the customer and thereby
revenues” (Seifert, 2003, p. 11). CM is beneficial because it allows retailers to
maximize the revenue generation and cost reduction by focusing on the each
category at the time which has become a requirement as the item count in the
markets has expanded rapidly. (Timonen, 2001, p. 21; Seifert, 2003, p. 11) The
model of CM has been adapted to indirect purchases because the challenges of
managing a large number of items efficiently also apply for purchasing. In the next
chapters, CM is introduced both in retailing and purchasing perspectives. In the
final chapters, CM position is described with Supply Chain Management ideology
and Category Management Development Process.

3.1

Category Definition in Retail

The main ideology in retail categories segmentation is to group similar products to
logical entities in which the products compete to fulfill the same customer need.
(Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-49; O'Brien, 2015, pp. 8-9) Often the structure is formed
into a tree-like hierarchy which consists of main segments and their subsegments.
These groups are then used as a tool for designing product location in a store for
the best customer experience. Additionally, strategy and analyses for each category
are created to gain better profitability. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 111-116) The categories
are especially a critical tool for automatizing certain processes, like PO creation,
because for a store with 15 000 items on its offering would use five full-time
employees (FTEs) annually just for PO creation. (Timonen, 2001, p. 51)

When the product portfolio consists of a wide range of products, companies also
extended the count of categories. For example, the worldwide known webshop
Amazon.com has in their offering wide range of products from electronics to
clothing and gardening which consists of over 12 million different items when
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books, media, wine, services, and different product variants, like colors, are
excluded. (360pi, 2016) To manage the items, they have been divided into 47
different main categories each of them containing from 6 to 25 subcategories. Some
of the subcategories even have more detailed segments defined. (Amazon, 2016)
The similar behavior can be found on other companies’ segmentation. A grocery
store operating in Finland, Prisma has 24 categories defined for edible and daily
consumer products which have together 240 subcategories and are segmented even
further. (Foodie.fi, 2016) A grocery store Coop has 18 categories only for edible
products. These categories have 100 subcategories segmented and even some
segments under them. (Coop, 2016) This hierarchy indicates that the larger the
amount of products increase, the more categories are needed.

While the customer focus is highly emphasized, in his book Timonen has presented
other perspectives which affect to the category segmentation. (Timonen, 2001, pp.
48-54) These strategic, operative, and information management perspectives
related to the category segmentation has been illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Perspectives affecting to retail category definition
Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-54

In this model, strategic perspective investigates how the supplier and stakeholder
strategies support each category or segment, does the segmentation support the
business activities towards the customers, how many categories should a store have
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and what kind of products to include to their offering in the future. (Timonen, 2001,
pp. 50-51) The operative perspective takes account how the segment function
logically, what kind of POs and processes are needed. The information management
perspective defines how the market and process performance information is gathered for each segment. Additionally, the final perspective discusses how the information can be converged, which systems are critical for information gathering and
how much data maintenance is required for the segment. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 4853)

An example of combining different perspectives are frozen products which are
located the nearest to cashiers to avoid products melting. According to Timonen,
this improves the customer experience when customers do not need to hurry to their
shopping because of the melting products. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-49) In addition
to the customer perspective, the same example describes how the segmentation can
differ in some areas due to operative perspective. Frozen products can include
almost anything from vegetables and berries to meat, ice cream, and bread which
could have been segmented with other fresh or conserved products. Due to difference of operational behavior, a requirement for cold shelves, frozen products have
been segmented at grocery stores under one segment and are located in centralized
refrigeration section.

3.2

Category Definition in Purchasing

In purchasing the categories are segmented based on the function of the products
and services and the discrete marketplace they originate from (O'Brien, 2015, p. 9).
The segmentation is done for items because suppliers may operate on several
marketplaces and supply across multiple categories. (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 331-334)
In this segmentation, the focus can be turned to market prices and business of the
purchased items which support the sourcing of the items. However, market-based
categories are challenging when used as a savings execution categories. (Payne, et
al., 2011, p. 3) Cost savings can be achieved in sourcing through leveraging opportunities, product or service changes, and process savings. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp.
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47-48). If the market segmentation is not done with a market analysis tools, the
sourcing strategy selection and implementation may not be successful, and the
process savings may be neglected. The market-based category definitions are challenging because without a framework they can be ambiguous and cause, therefore,
unneeded administrative work. This ambiguity is probably one reason why Payne,
Dorn, and Podolak have defined in their book that indirect purchasing category
definition can be the most politically sensitive subjects in an organization. (Payne,
et al., 2011, p. 5)

To segment different markets, tools which ease the strategy selection can be used.
One tool is shown in Figure 5 and it is called Power Matrix, Kamann Matrix or Day
One Analysis depending on the reference. (Cox, 2015, p. 720; Lysons & Farrington,
2006, pp. 66-67; O'Brien, 2015, pp. 83-84) This method has been listed as an essential tool in the initiation phase of a CM process when the current situation of the
categories and subcategories are not defined (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 83-84, 124-129).

Figure 5. Power Matrix
Adapted from O'Brien, 2015, pp. 83-84, 124-129 and Cox, 2015, p. 720

The Power Matrix consists of two axes. The horizontal axis measures the number
of buyers for a certain purchasing area. If there is only one buyer, the product is
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tailored to the customer requirements. If the product has many buyers, the product
is a generic type. Another axis consists of a number of suppliers in the markets.
After that, all the purchases are divided between the four fields between tailored,
generic, proprietary and custom items. (Cox, 2015, p. 720; Lysons & Farrington,
2006, pp. 66-67; O'Brien, 2015, pp. 83-84) In Figure 5, the typical nature of these
segments has been described and whether purchaser or supplier has the power over
the purchase.

Another segmentation theory was originally presented by Kraljic in 1983. This segmentation is traditionally used for the creation of supplier strategies (Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, p. 63). The matrix divides purchases into strategic, leverage, noncritical and bottleneck items based on the profit impact and the supply risk as shown
left in Figure 6. (Gordon, 2008, p. 57; Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 63-67)

Figure 6. Kraljic Matrix and Kamann’s cube
Adapted from Gelderman & van Weele, 2005, p. 20 and Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 63-67

Kraljic Matrix is a powerful tool and typically used in straregic sourcing. There are
possibilities to combine Kraljic Matrix and Power Matrix with a couple of different
manners so that the Kraljic Matrix provides strategic perspective and the Power
Matrix gives a view of the nature of the purchased items. One such ideology
combining these two matrixes is called Kamann’s cube which is also illustrated in
Figure 6. (Cox, 2015; Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 63-67)
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3.3

Category and Supply Chain Management

The category management (CM) model might not bring enough support when
indirect purchasing organization is responsible for both purchasing and sourcing
processes. There are some markets that are not available for the sourcing activities,
and therefore, there is spend that is not applicable to some processes. There are
definitions according to the sourcing process applicability. Addressable spend is a
term for “spend that can be impacted through sourcing activities” (McMurray,
2016; O'Brien, 2015, p. 25). The other part cannot be affected by sourcing, and it is
called non-addressable spend, which O’Brien has identified in his book to include
mostly taxes, charges by the governmental bodies and regulatory or governmental
licenses. (O'Brien, 2015, p. 25) Understanding spend applicability to processes is
critical because McMurray states in her blog that companies sourcing and purchasing function typically tracks a subset of addressable spend and part of spend they
work on they cannot affect at all. (McMurray, 2016)

To return the customer expectation and to improve productivity which is typically
challenging to manage, Wal-Mart was the first to create a concept of Efficient
Consumer Response (ECR). (Seifert, 2003, pp. 1-5) It is a comprehensive management concept based on vertical collaboration in manufacturing and retailing with
the objective of an efficient satisfaction of customer needs. The two main
components of ECR are CM and supply chain management (SCM). (Seifert, 2003,
p. 5) The ideology is known in retailing but could be adapted to purchasing. In the
current purchasing related literature, the CM is rather limited on the supplier market
perspective and is not seen as wide end-to-end setting as in retailing. The SCM
targets to optimize the total system efficiency instead of one process of the chain.
On the other hand, CM aims to increase the gross margin utilizing the categories as
independent business units. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 7-13) In this model, the items are in
strategic categories, but they are also bundled according to their functional aspects.
(Seifert, 2003, p. 20)
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One tool for SCM is processes. Processes are a tool to bring order to the areas where
the lack of control is noted. (Laamanen, 2004, p. 23) With processes, organization
performance is set to the high level, and the development will divide stably between
the work phases. The performance is not improved by measuring some independent
targets, but managing the chain as a whole. (Laamanen, 2004, p. 23) If the processes
are not well defined it is typical that departments do not know how to create added
value to the company, department focus more on its internal targets than customer
needs or the high-level responsibilities are not clear. (Laamanen, 2004, p. 16) With
this analogy, it can be assumed that dividing spend according to its applicability to
the processes including purchasing process would give better control over the
indirect spend. Additionally, standardization of purchasing procedures has a high
positive impact on the effecttiveness and performance (Sánchez-Rodríguez,
Hemsworth, Martínez-Lorente & Clavel, 2006).

3.4

Category Management Planning Process

The Category Management Planning Process has been introduced for retailing, but
the same analogy can be utilized for purchasing CM planning. The model has been
introduced in several different literature sources with identical steps. (Seifert, 2003,
pp. 11-14; Timonen, 2001, pp. 46-47; Demeulenaer, Withe, Weber, Joannic &
Turner, 2000, pp. 40-65) The same model is also applicable within a created
category when it is needed to plan further actions. (Demeulenaer, et al., 2000, pp.
40-65) In two of the references, the process includes seven steps, and the first step
of strategy analysis is done as a separate task before the process. (Demeulenaer, et
al., 2000, pp. 24-35; Timonen, 2001, pp. 43-46) The whole process is visible in
Figure 7. Seifert has included the strategy analysis to the process itself and as it is
an essential starting point in every reference. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14; Timonen,
2001, pp. 46-47; Demeulenaer, et al., 2000, pp. 40-65) Therefore, in the first phase,
a company strategy is analyzed including the objectives, positioning, and the value
to the customer. As an output from this phase should be found the organization’s
target groups and a direction to the category segmentation. (Demeulenaer, et al.,
2000, p. 24; Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14) The organization’s strategy should include a
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marketing strategy, purchasing strategy, financial strategy, and a direction for
supplier development which can be used for the analysis. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14)

Figure 7. Category Management planning process
Adapted from Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14 and O'Brien, 2015, pp. 23-31

In the next step, spend is segmented to suitable categories with manageable size
and can be used as independent business units for strategy implementation. (Seifert,
2003, pp. 11-14; Demeulenaer, et al., 2000) The category definition varies between
the theories of retail and purchasing, but this step is the most critical one in the
process. In purchasing this step contains substeps which are also described in Figure
7. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14) After the categories are defined, the category roles are
planned. Category roles mean defining the importance of the category. (Timonen,
2001, p. 57) In this phase, signature categories for the company are defined according to the strategy. This prioritization will also help on the resource allocation and
return on investment planning. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14; Timonen, 2001, p. 57)
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Importance definition will secure the allocation of resources to areas which are
more prone to collecting savings or revenue generation. In the role definitions
should be used qualitative and quantitative analyses, market and demand forecasts.
(Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14)

Category assessment is a phase where the performance of each category is
evaluated towards its customers and markets. The phase is a base for setting targets
for the categories. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14; Timonen, 2001, pp. 71-73) Initially, it
is good to define spend and number of suppliers before doing analyses. Also, it is
good to think how much time sourcing events need in the different categories and
which areas have not been sourced in a while. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 23-24) In the
category management analysis phase, category goals and measures which are
aligned with the high-level strategy and category role will be established.
(Timonen, 2001, p. 109; Seifert, 2003, p. 18) Seifert has introduced in his book that
in retail category management the best practice is to plan measures on a yearly
basis. Sometimes there is a need to aid the development with category specific
scorecards. The option is good to be investigated at least for the most important
categories. (Seifert, 2003, p. 18) After this, category strategies are developed to
reach the set targets.

Category strategies are planned based on the defined category role. (Seifert, 2003,
p. 19) Indirect category strategy should not be understood only as one, but it should
at least consist of two different levels with internal and external strategy. (Cox, et
al., 2005, p. 42) The internal strategy is required for planning the communications
and actions towards other functions and company’s employees which cooperate
with indirect purchasing. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 42) External strategies are planned
for strategic sourcing decisions. (Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 367) In Table 2,
the internal and external strategies for indirect spend management are listed.
Typically companies have not developed external and internal strategies for indirect
spend. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 44) Payne, Dorn, and Podolak have stated that “Many
companies still do not apply strategic sourcing techniques to indirect spend
categories” (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 9). The same finding has been supported by
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Gordon who is concerned that companies lack strategic sourcing and the purchases
are actually done in maverick purchases. (Gordon, 2008, p. 99)

Table 2. Internal and external strategies for indirect spend management.
Adapted from Cox, et al., 2005, pp. 42-47

The selection of the internal and external strategies depends on the category and
company. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 44) The role is defined for the each category, but
the subcategories can have different strategies within a category (Timonen, 2001,
p. 111) For example Cox, Chicksand, Ireland, and Davies found in their research
that travel category was most often outsourced completely and IT favoured long
term relationships with the suppliers. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 43) The researchers
remind that often a strategy selection is done by instinct, but actually there are tools
to help the proper selection for certain indirect segment. These tools are Kraljic
Matrix and Power Matrix. (Cox, et al., 2005, pp. 43-44) After previous phases are
left the final steps in the category planning process which are category tactics and
measuring the results. (Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14; Timonen, 2001, pp. 46-47;
Demeulenaer, et al., 2000, pp. 40-65)
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4

E-BUSINESS SOLUTIONS IN PURCHASING

“E-business” is a term created by IBM to describe the use of internet technologies
throughout the enterprise’s activities. (May, 2000, p. 257) E-business is a complex
fusion of business processes, enterprise applications, and organizational structure
necessary to create a high-performance business model to maximize customer
value. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 4) In today’s world, the technology has
become more like a driver or cause to the strategy planning rather than a result as it
was earlier. Therefore, the inability to overthrow outdated business design without
e-business compatibility often leads to business failure. (Kalakota & Robinson,
2000, p. 4) In large companies, the problems are the integration in the existing
infrastructure and fragmented application base on top of which the organization
needs to build the company’s successful e-business strategy. (Kalakota &
Robinson, 2000, p. 334)

Adoption of IT systems in purchasing has not been proven to create a direct
advantage according to the research of The Role of Information Technology in
Purchasing Function. (González-Benito & Rodríguez-Escobar, 2015, p. 506)
Instead, it suggests that the competitive potential is realized when a company
utilized solutions that are based on information systems and creates itself the actual
advantage for example in the areas of quality or supplier management. (GonzálezBenito & Rodríguez-Escobar, 2015, p. 507) The authors of the research define base
systems, purchasing specific systems and communication systems to be the actual
work facilitators which create possibilities to manage the supply. (González-Benito
& Rodríguez-Escobar, 2015, p. 506)

Indirect purchasing is one of the last nonautomated processes in the companies.
(Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 98) By automating these processes, a company
may reduce the overhead costs at least 50%. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 98)
The e-business solutions which are applicable to the indirect purchasing, the esourcing, and e-procurement solutions are described in the following chapters.
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4.1

E-Sourcing

E-sourcing is a part of the purchasing process carried out on the Internet. This
process covers the parts that are not wholly at the discretion of the specialist buyers
which include knowledge and specifications. E-sourcing may cover one or several
parts of the standard sourcing process containing competence analysis, spend analysis, RFX or reverse auction, contract evaluation, and negotiation. (Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, p. 373) The typical sourcing process has been illustrated in Figure
8.

Figure 8. Typical sourcing process
Adapted from Payne, et al., 2011, p. 10

Typically the e-sourcing brings new tools like online RFX, reverse auctions, and
contract management to improve traditional sourcing. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 8182) When RFX process is done using e-sourcing tool, the system stores supplier
responses, RFX information, contact information and improves the efficiency of
the process. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 81-82; Johnson, Leenders & Flynn, 2011, pp.
84-85) The Internet has given an opportunity to create reverse auctions, in which
suppliers compete by bidding against each other online in given time period to offer
the lowest price using specialized software where the auction is held dynamic and
real-time. (Johnson, et al., 2011, pp. 107-109; Payne, et al., 2011, p. 83; Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, pp. 199-201) In many companies, reverse auctions have not yet
been deployed in its full potential because companies typically have challenges
with user adoption of the selected e-sourcing system. (Cox, et al., 2005, p. 43;
Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, pp. 150-151)
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4.2

E-Procurement

E-procurement is using the Internet to operate transactional aspects of the buying
process which contains the processing of the purchasing requisitioning, authorization, ordering, goods receipt transactions, and payment. (Lysons & Farrington,
2006, pp. 186-187; Johnson, et al., 2011, pp. 103-104; Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p.
150) Generally, businesses buy in bulk on repeated occasions and purchases are
done within a company with certain approval rules. These aspects make purchasing
an easy area for automation. (May, 2000, p. 125)

The e-procurement process follows the steps that are illustrated in Figure 9. On the
left side, the process starts with a company employee having a demand for purchase.
The personnel can search among the premade product catalogs for certain item or
request a new one through the e-procurement tool on their intranet site. (Kalakota
& Robinson, 2000, p. 242; Johnson, et al., 2011, p. 105) Catalogs can be tailored
according to the company’s need, and they can be located on the company’s own
server, or supplier’s product catalog is accessed through the tool as a “punch out”.
(Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p. 151; Johnson, et al., 2011, p. 105; May, 2000, p. 126)
As the items are selected, the purchase is initiated by creating a purchase request
(PR). There might be other methods than catalogs to collect purchase requests like
predefined or free text forms. (Coupa, 2016)

Figure 9. E-procurement process
Adapted from Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p. 151

After the PR has been created the system launches the approval cycle which is
launched through mapping the personal ID to prevent maverick and unauthorized
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buying. (Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p. 234; Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 242) When
the purchase is approved, a PO is created and delivered electronically with a
prenegotiated price to the supplier. Once the items are received from the supplier,
the system matches the PO, receiving report, and invoice before the payment is
transmitted electronically. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 242; Johnson, et al.,
2011, p. 105)

The benefits of the electronic process are several. All the information including
requests, approvals and spend information are stored in the system which allows
better order tracking and process and supplier performance measuring. (Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, p. 205) The transactions can be integrated into the company ERP
system as illustrated in Figure 9. (Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p. 151) The automation
also release resources in purchasing from non-value adding tasks to more critical
areas like spend category and supplier relations management. (Johnson, et al., 2011,
pp. 102-103; Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 205) The improved visibility and
measuring possibility can be used to improve the purchasing performance, and the
e-procurement system creates a foundation when turning indirect function to the
more strategic course. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 32)

Microsoft has stated in their study that typically items implemented in the eprocurement tool are high volume, low-value products which represent 70% of total
volume, but only 3% of spend. Therefore, a possibility of decreasing the number of
paper processes typically exists. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 242) The system
also increases self-service attitude and employees can manage purchases themselves only with limited technical support. This kind of direction has been noted in
travel booking and computer industries which most often have e-procurement
solutions available. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 33)

On the other hand, to allow a seamless flow for this electronic process, there is a
need for standardization. The information shared between the departments and
suppliers should be understandable and exploitable to every member of this
electronic supply chain. For this purpose, an open standard for extensible markup
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language (XML) was created. This programming language is understood across
Internet technology. (Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 187) While XML is a technical
standard for information, sharing the content should be standardized as well. One
area is a commodity or item information used in the catalogs. When a company
uses a standard and hierarchy for item classification that they have created by
themselves, suppliers or other trading partners may be reluctant to use this standard
due to cost reasons. (Johnson, et al., 2011, pp. 104-105)

A global standard of UNSPSC managed by United Nations has been created for
classifying items and services. (Johnson, et al., 2011, p. 104; Uniform Code Coucil,
Inc., 2004) This kind of data classification systems is required for solid spend
analysis and for supporting clear communication between departments and
suppliers. (Aberdeen Group, 2004, p. 9; Aberdeen Group, 2007, p. 10) The same
standard is also used in e-commerce. (UNSPSC, 2014) According to Abels and
Hahn, 77% of the companies have applied some product classification to manage
the products they handle. Over half of these companies used standard classification
like UNSPSC, and the rest had their own classification system. When the survey
covered only catalog data; 83% of the companies had adopted a classification
standard. (Abels & Hahn, 2008, pp. 33-34) So, in companies, standards for data
classification are required.
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5

CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS OF PURCHASING

Nature of the purchasing has shifted from an operational function to be more
strategic, and it is partially due to the development of the IT systems. (Zheng,
Knight, Harland, Humby & James, 2007, p. 78; Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p.
148) Therefore, the whole purchasing function including category strategies should
take into account the new trends which also affect the strategic decisions and
opportunities. Based on a literature review, there are several trends affecting the
supply chain and organization in the future. These trends are introduced in Figure
10. (Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151)

CORPORATE TRENDS
Transformation towards cross-functional
organization instead of functional silos
Localization which increases the
organizational complexity
"War for talents"

SUPPLY

IT TRENDS

CHAIN TRENDS
E-business
Increasing amount of open
and process data
Standardized data maintenance and
analytics processes

Increasing worldwide
competition and volatility
Stakeholder scrutiny and consumer
awareness
Global sourcing for local needs

Information integration
Supply networks and alliances
Cognitive computing
Outsourcing

Figure 10. Future trends affecting to the purchasing organization
Adapted from Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151
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One circle illustrated in Figure 10 represents the information technology trends.
These are included in the overview as the purchasing performance has grown to be
increasingly dependent on the information technology. (González-Benito &
Rodríguez-Escobar, 2015, p. 507) Next, are discussed each of these circles in detail.

5.1

Supply Chain Trends

The literature has estimated that trends of outsourcing and global competition will
grow their impact in the future by becoming day-to-day basis. (Schneider &
Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151; Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p. 64) Longer distances and
different markets also increase the supply risk and supply chain volatility which
pressure the purchasing to think of risk management programs and risk mitigation
actions. Current risk management programs including supplier financial risk evaluation will probably evolve also to cover commodity risk management as well as
utilizing social media tools for supplier audits. (Deloitte, 2013; Ariba Inc., 2011, p.
41; O'Brien, 2015, p. 431) The management of supply risks is not completely new
ideology from the past, but it is increasingly more in the interest of the companies.

To mitigate risks and respond to the competition, companies have also created more
active supply networks and supplier relationships. (Sodhi & Tang, 2012, p. 53)
Supplier evaluation and segmentation is part of a successful SRM and one of the
methods to identify risks. The popularity of SRM will probably also increase as it
is a way to develop and manage supplier strategies according to the supplier engagement level. (Gordon, 2008, pp. 57-64) The future trend forecasts that the
network and alliance management will gain more importance (Schneider &
Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151; Zheng, et al., 2007, p. 77) which is a natural development
from SRM. Networking will require the purchasing function to be part of the
collaboration communities where procurement professionals can connect. (Ariba
Inc., 2011, p. 38) This technology will make the collaboration faster than before.

Partnerships and alliances with the suppliers will require the engagement of the
both parties to develop a true partnership. Many times companies have several
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requirements for a supplier which lead up to the situation where the company feels
being more cooperative than ever while the supplier would state on being pressured.
(Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 33) Therefore, purchasing has to create real cooperation relationships and partnerships which benefit both parties. The purchasing function will
develop different kinds of alliances, consortia relationships and strategic partnering
which are highly connected to the sourcing strategy. In the future, the utilization of
outsourcing as a sourcing strategy is predicted to increase (Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 12;
Cox, et al., 2005, p. 51; Zheng, et al., 2007, p. 78), which also highlights the
importance of working effectively with a supplier and managing the supplier
relationship.

According to a research executed by Ariba Inc., the purchasing can be highly
outsourced to third-party procurement services in the future, after companies have
implemented an e-business solution. The purchasing of tomorrow could include
outsourcing of all the transactional processing which is currently done inside the
purchasing organization, including PO handling, invoices, and payment, management of non-strategical spend categories or commodities in the area of catalogs,
contract management, and sourcing event execution. (Ariba Inc., 2011, pp. 12-13)
The same idea is supported by other consulting companies which suggest that the
future outsourcing can radically change the purchasing organization structure and
be merged or aligned more strongly with the financial department. (Nowosel,
Terrill & Timmermans, 2015, pp. 5-6; Deloitte, 2013) Other outsourcing possibilities are in spend data, supplier data and supplier performance analysis in which
most of the data structuring, gathering, storing, and maintaining can be outsourced.
(Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 12)

Emphasis shifts from a global perspective to supplying local needs. (Schneider &
Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151; O'Brien, 2015, p. 427) Global overview remains, and
typical supply attitude is “think locally, act globally”. The globalization has
increased the customer awareness. (Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151) This
awareness might also change the indirect purchasing function to be more customercentric from previous supplier-centric ideology. The customer-centric ideology
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gives a possibility to adopt a wide range of other retailing theories to be used in
indirect purchasing.

5.2

Information Technology Trends

With the increasing use of e-business solutions, the purchasing continues its revolution towards the automated era with a self-service approach. (Kalakota &
Robinson, 2000, p. 232; Nowosel, et al., 2015, p. 9). The new e-procurement and
e-sourcing systems give a completely new overview of the purchasing function
which also requires some IT knowledge. May has stated in his book that in the
world of e-commerce, the greatest capability a company can possess is an attitude
to foster a climate for learning. (May, 2000, p. 225) In the future, the purchasing
organization should keep in track closely with the changing IT technology. The
ability to learn and use these information systems effectively is essential.

Many of the purchasing processes like procurement, contract management, and
sourcing will be automated. (Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 36; Nowosel, et al., 2015, p. 9;
Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp. 232-233) These processes are also extended; more
and more companies become linked electronically (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, p.
4). This progress probably increases the importance of the supplier data integration
which is already discussed today in the literature. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp.
243-251; Abels & Hahn, 2008). Challenges rise especially with the product catalogs
which should save time from purchasing personnel but can require heavy maintenance. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp. 243-251) Integration of commodity
classification standards and catalog formats will become critical to avoid manual
maintenance. Each time supplier catalogs differ in format and classification from
the company’s own system, a transformation of data is required. (Abels & Hahn,
2008, pp. 28-31)

Another trend area in the future is the internal reporting integrations to combine the
views from different systems. Lack of integrations is a typical problem in purchasing. (Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp. 243-245; Anon., 2004; Aberdeen Group,
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2007, p. 5) The amount of information is presumably going to expand (Gurin,
2014). E-business solutions allow more detailed data on internal processes and at
the same time sources of open data increase. Businesses share their operational
information, researchers release publications which are available for everyone, user
reviews, social media comments, informatics websites, press releases, and governmental information are shared increasingly accelerating speed (Gurin, 2014, p. 10;
Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 370). Purchasing will combine both internal and
external data from several sources. The capability of analyzing the information in
a standardized manner is becoming more critical for staying among the world’s
leading class. (Aberdeen Group, 2004, p. 17; Aberdeen Group, 2007, p. 5;
Limberakis, 2012, p. 14; Spend Matters, 2010) Even today the most successful
companies do not only perform data cleaning, measuring and classification, but also
they use the spend data as a predictive tool for improvement. The spend analyzing
increased “the capability to increase visibility into spending, promote insightful
sourcing decisions, and identify cost savings opportunities”. Companies can
prioritize identified opportunities and rationalize suppliers based on the analysis.
(Limberakis, 2012, pp. 10-17)

Companies do already have a lot of data available, but there is a concern whether
this data is used for the decision making to support the future development.
(Kalakota & Robinson, 2000, pp. 268-269; Spend Matters, 2010) The future
sourcing and procurement will probably utilize some decision support system or
other analyzing software to use the data on a daily basis as the analysis processes.
Information crunching will also be a subject of automation or outsourcing. (Ariba
Inc., 2011, p. 9; Limberakis, 2012, p. 14) Automatic systems may analyze data by
employing artificial intelligence. (Nowosel, et al., 2015, p. 18) The importance of
solid spend analyzing has been already noted in literature which also gives a boost
to implement spend analytics programs. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 268-270; Anon.,
2004; Aberdeen Group, 2007) In the times to come, there might be more usual to
have a third-party specialized in analyzing spend. (Master, 2006)
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The increase of all data requires companies to start thinking of more structured
processes for active data maintenance and management. In an e-procurement
system, the number of items can explode which will probably require product
portfolio management actions. These are familiar in retailing to limit the amount of
work. (Gower, 1995, p. 514) On the other hand, there are also possibilities of
forecasting and strategy planning on commodity level which brings purchasing to
function in the area of IT more like retailing has been quite some time. (Seifert,
2003)

5.3

Corporate Trends

Due to the increasing level of outsourcing and automation, the purchasing function
will probably become smaller than today. (Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 6) The most radical
suggestion is that the procurement as a functional organization will disappear or
merge with financial department. (Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151; Ariba
Inc., 2011, pp. 8, 15; Deloitte, 2013, p. 12) In these suggestions, it is visioned that
all the operative actions are outsourced, and the remaining purchasing function will
manage the strategic decisions and understand the purchasing profit impact and
value creation of the company as a whole to plan the future decisions. (Ariba Inc.,
2011, p. 8)

Even if the migration with the financial organization would not happen in that
extend, the collaboration with the financial teams will become essential. (Deloitte,
2013, p. 7; Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 15) In the area of indirect spend, budgeting is
experienced challenging (Quitt, 2010, p. 109). This can be assumed to become more
in focus when the cost reduction pressures increase. Anyhow, corporate purchasing
atmosphere seems to shift towards cross-functional teams which solve together the
purchasing requirements across the business units. (Ariba Inc., 2011, p. 6; Nowosel,
et al., 2015, p. 17) Probably the purchasing organization will have in the future a
small numbered core team with cross-functional members taking the strategic
sourcing and purchasing decisions with an analytics support processes. (Nowosel,
et al., 2015, p. 17)
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In the 1970’ the purchasing research focused on buying centers and their structure.
(Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 150) These ideologies may be raising again for
the e-business operations because currently there are no theories for e-commerce or
e-business to model optimal organization structure which could yet be confirmed.
(May, 2000, p. 214) Additionally, the Internet has brought the trend of hyperlocalization which is even more boosted in e-business environment as the content
can easily be localized by the region. (Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151) This
hyper-localization may challenge the idea of centralized purchasing.

Many of the references indicate that the skills needed in the purchasing functions
are about to change, which causes a shortage of talented personnel. (Ariba Inc.,
2011; Deloitte, 2013; Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013; Zheng, et al., 2007, p. 76;
O'Brien, 2015, p. 431) In the world of automated processes, which are easy to use,
the sourcing and procurement skills are not needed anymore. The emphasis is in the
personnel capabilities for networking, supplier relationship management, strategic
decision making and team coordination. With this “supply management professionals will be like investment analysts, possessing both deep and broad knowledge in
and around their supply markets and industries”. (Ariba Inc., 2011, pp. 9-18; Zheng,
et al., 2007, p. 76) This kind of development may require a separation of the supplier
collaboration and contract negotiations responsibility from the purchasing professional roles. Such a development has also been visioned. (Nowosel, et al., 2015, p.
13)

To follow changes affecting to the skills in the purchasing, it is necessary to take
care of organizational learning which has been raised to an importance due to the
rapidly changing business and IT environment now in the 21st century. (Schneider
& Wallenburg, 2013, p. 151) The organization needs to be capable to share efficiently the information it already possess and which is needed for development. As
cross-functional teams are standardized to be a routine way of working; there will
be a need for checking if the purchasing organization needs any new skills. The
function needs to ensure the knowledge exchange to reach the best team working.
The sourcing team members should be trained to work in teams because they are
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significantly more effective compared to those not having any training. Teamwork
will be an even more growing method for working in the future (Driekdonks,
Gevers & van Weele, 2010, p. 114; O'Brien, 2015, p. 432). Additionally, to achieve
efficient team working, it would be desirable to design rewarding structures which
apply to both purchasing and other business unit’s team members. (Driekdonks,
Gevers & van Weele, 2014, p. 300) Other things in which the organization could
develop might be a team working climate measuring or mutual performance
monitoring which improve the team management and performance. The purchasing
should not be content after adopting one model, but it should encourage continuous
improvement, learning, and knowledge exchange to reach for ever improving
results. (Fransen, Kirschner & Erkens, 2011, p. 1111; Kiratli, Rozemeijer, Hilken,
de Ruyte & de Jong, 2016, p. 202).
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6

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research problem of this thesis had two core areas which have multiple
dimensions from stakeholders to location, and from purchasing performance and
behaviour to company strategy. Therefore, the research results were split into two
major parts after analysis phase. The chapters and research methods selected and
used can be seen in Figure 11. The research required multiple information sources:
the model creation required internal sources of information, and shaping of the
future development exploit more from external perspectives.

Figure 11. Information gathering and utilization in the results

In the model creation, the category management planning process was used as a
base structure to design the working phases. The process is used in retail, but the
same structure can be applied to the purchasing categories as the category thinking
has been adapted to purchasing from retailing. (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 8-9) The changed
business environment requires re-evaluation of the category management. The
research questions (2 and 2b) were identified to be highly related to the beginning
of this process. Therefore, the model creation executes on the first two steps of the
category management planning process. In the next chapters, the data gathering and
internal and external interviews done to gain required information to reach the
research objectives are described.
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6.1

Research Information and Data Collection

The review of literature sources was required to solve the first research questions
(1, 1a, 1b and 2a). Additionally, the support of literature references was used to
create a structure for the problem-solving to answer other research questions. This
kind of conceptual and qualitative research is typical for studies of strategy
alignment. (Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 149) During the research, it was
found that literature has little material covering exactly the research area of this
thesis. The references and researches about indirect spend management in ebusiness environment are rather new and probably changing yet due to the
technological solution development. To get wider perspective, literature related to
direct purchasing, e-commerce, category management in retailing, accounting and
data integrations was reviewed. In this research, the frameworks and tools used for
problem-solving were found from spend management, purchasing or retailing
category management references.

Information was gathered through theme interviews performed with company’s
internal and external contacts. Internal e.g. IP personnel interviews were done in
one hour interview supported with Power Matrix framework. This method was used
to create an understanding of the different purchasing areas in IP. In addition to
Category Managers, other IP personnel was interviewed shortly in those areas that
were required to solve technical or accounting related questions which support the
gaining of deep understanding. (Woodside & Wilson, 2003, pp. 496-497)

To understand better the challenges ahead, six external interviews were also
performed. These interviewed companies had knowledge about the changes
happening due to an e-business solution implementation. The external interviews
were selected to be as one-hour long theme interviews because any kind fixed
questionnaires are not an optimal method when gathering information on attitudes
or opinions. (Valli & Aaltola, 2015, pp. 113-114) These external interviews were
done in a typical manner for theme interview: a set of discussion themes were
selected in advance, and the interview targeted to be exploratory discussions to
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discover answers to solve the research questions. (Valli & Aaltola, 2015, pp. 2738; Adams, Khan & Raeside, 2014, pp. 143-146)

The internal interviews gave an interviewee’s opinion which is one side of the
situation, and it was decided to do a spend analysis to confirm the facts with data.
Organization data was used to get a quantitative perspective which was reasoned as
a spend analysis is highly recommended part of spend management. (Payne, et al.,
2011, pp. 268-270; Anon., 2004; Aberdeen Group, 2007) For analysis execution,
the data from the organization’s Monthly spend and KPIs report was gathered, and
the needed invoice data was collected from the company’s ERP system. The data
sample was limited to the Nordic region as this was the scope for the first implementation wave on OPTIMAX project.

The data analysis was decided to be done as a cross-sectional study in which the
data is collected at once from a certain time period. (Adams, et al., 2014, p. 69) The
selected time period was three months data from July to September in 2016
covering all the suppliers. In three months time, the most of the cost types occur
and give a good overview of spend. The time limitation was also needed to limit
the amount of data. Used data covered 39 730 lines. Another option was to take a
sample based on suppliers, but that would have distorted the results as many
suppliers are related to certain types of costs. A longer time period was not needed
because the analysis did not research the spend behaviour changes in time. For the
analysis point, the sample needed to consist as much as possible the different kind
of purchases and cost types; one-quarter data would give a good cross-section of
the current reality.
6.2

Interviewed Contacts and Their Characteristics

The limitation in the number of the interviews due the size of the population is
typical to a case study. (Adams, et al., 2014, pp. 143-146) The same issue was found
during this research because there were some requirements for the external contacts.
The companies suitable for the interview required to have implemented a similar e-
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procurement and/or e-sourcing solution in their purchasing during the past few
years or have special knowledge of these systems. Some potential companies did
not have e-business solution fully implemented, had purchased significantly
different e-business solution or refused to be interviewed. Finally, six companies
agreed to attend to the research which was seen to give enough perspective to
problem-solving in the case company.

The external companies interviewed included two global consulting companies,
three global manufacturing companies and one national company operating in a
banking industry. The consultants were specialized in e-business solution implementations in purchasing. Therefore, they were seen to have the valuable insight of
the typical development paths for the companies that are in similar situation with
the case company. The four other companies had implemented an e-business
solution in their purchasing functions. They were interviewed to share their
experiences of development after the implementation of the e-business solution.
Detailed descriptions of the interviewed companies are found in Appendix 4.

Internal interviews were done to gather the market information required to complete
category segmentation and evaluation of the current state. Power Matrix is an initial
tool for enabling the strategic sourcing. (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 83-84, 124-129; Cox,
2015, p. 720) The interviews were done by using the Power Matrix framework and
inserting each subcategory’s spend to the matrix. The selected persons for this
exercise were ten IP Category Managers because they possessed together the best
market and supplier information over the case company’s one billion euros indirect
spend. Each of the Category Managers has their own area of responsibility which
requires special knowledge of the purchasing and markets. With these ten
interviews were completed the Power Matrix covering all the IP spend.
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6.3

Result Reliability

On interviews, there is always a bias possibility of misunderstanding the question
or answer. Another error possibility is untrue responses which may be caused by a
memory failure or a respondent giving an answer which he or she thinks would
please the interviewer. (Adams, et al., 2014, pp. 148-149) These biases were tried
to minimize by making clear questions and clarifying all the definitions during the
interviews if there seemed to be a possibility for a misunderstanding. The interviewee’s position against the interviewer also affects to the interview results. (Adams,
et al., 2014, pp. 148-149) On external interviews, it was noticed that the consulting
companies gave automatically more optimistic answers of the benefits gained from
the e-business systems. This is probably because these consulting companies provide e-procurement and e-sourcing systems implementation and advisory services.
The companies who implemented the solutions themselves were more conservative
about gained benefits. In internal interviews, it was not seen such big bias in
positioning as all the interviewed persons work for the case company and try to
achieve the same goals.

Case related researches have been criticized because of the informant subjectivity.
The researcher is involved in the case and it might have effects on the research.
(Valli & Aaltola, 2015, p. 181) This criticism can be addressed to this research.
However, the benefit of the case research is a holistic view gained to solve the
problem. (Valli & Aaltola, 2015, p. 182; Woodside & Wilson, 2003, p. 493) During
the research, multiple sources of information were used which reduce the possibility
of partial optimization. The case research gives an example which contains the
dependencies encountered when the theories are applied in the real world. This kind
of realistic approach was required to solve the problems in the case company. This
thesis research was decided to do as a case research because it also improved the
usability of the results.

In the data analysis part, the error possibilities exist when using the invoice data
from a global company with multiple plants. The highest risks for the data accuracy
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and usage are different ways of working when entering the data into the ERP
system. Additionally, human errors are possible. Especially the data fields which
are open to different interpretations, like allocating costs to a correct general ledger
account (GL), can have high error margin. In the case company, the error margin
for incorrect general ledger allocation was noted to be significant (up to 50%) for
certain general ledgers. (General Manager; Processes, Tools and Reporting, 2016)
According to Payne, Dorn, and Podolak (2011, p. 18) general ledger accounts
provide the best place to start the spend analysis for indirect purchases. That is
because GLs indicate where the highest spend is located from the organization’s
profitability point of view. Possible inaccuracies in GL allocation have an impact
on the data analysis reliability on this research. Still, the general ledger information
was decided to be used for the spend analysis as there were limited information
sources available for identifying what kind of items have been purchased.

Another spend analysis perspective used was the current categories to improve the
result reliability. The subcategories did also have challenges in result reliability if
the analysis were used independently. In the current form, the supplier can only
have one category even though it provides several different products or services.
Suppliers are categorized by the biggest portion of spend. Categories were used in
the analysis but categories are as reliable as general ledger accounts because over
50% of spend can belong to other categories. In IP a supplier can belong only to
one category. One example of the category split is a supplier which was found
during the spend analysis. Training purchases covered 66% of spend paid to this
supplier and therefore the supplier was categorized under Trainings, Education and
Talent Management. The rest 34% of spend would belong to the IT Equipment
subcategory but was also counted to training because one supplier cannot belong to
several categories. The best practice suggested by O’Brien (2015, pp. 331-334) is
to allow cross-category suppliers like in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Suppliers belonging to several categories
Adapted from O'Brien, 2015, pp. 331-334

The described example explains the challenges in spend analysis as a large portion
of the supplier’s spend is not classified into a right category. Additionally, an error
margin grows even more due to errors and interpretations in categorizations. The
data analysis was done with two different data sources, general ledgers, and current
categories. These two results combined with the results of the interviews were seen
to give together enough information for the model creation and compensating each
other’s errors. Although an individual analysis would have a remarkable error
margin, the analysis together form an image of the current reality with the best
knowledge available.
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7

ANALYSIS

This chapter describes in detail the analyses done during the research. First, it was
required to analyse and describe the company strategy. After the strategy analysis,
each tool and its results are described to achieve the optimal solution. The spend
analysis is followed by the Power Matrix built using internal interviews. The
Chapter 7.4 discusses limitations found during the analysis phase.

7.1

Strategy Analysis and Model Basis

The first part of the category management planning process is to define the
company strategy affecting to the categories and their management. Categories are
designed according to the company strategy and customer expectations. (Timonen,
2001, pp. 48-49; O'Brien, 2015, pp. 8-9; Seifert, 2003, pp. 11-14) As the customer
in IP is internal, it is more accurate to analyse Indirect Purchasing Department’s
strategy towards its internal customers – the company employees and stakeholders
who participate in purchasing decisions. Strategy analysis was decided to be the
basis for structuring the new model.

The strategy of IP is represented in Figure 13. The strategy has three focus areas
from which one is kept above two others. The main strategy is to improve the
compliance of the indirect purchases. This is to “secure long-term profitability,
competitiveness and sustainable growth into the future” (IP, 2014). Other two focus
areas are independent but in line with profitability and competitive objectives. The
compliance focus area itself contains three perspectives for realizing the strategy:
purchasing processes, technology solutions, and high performing workforce. (IP,
2016)
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Figure 13. IP strategy (IP, 2016)

The e-business solution covers the technology solutions. Project targets of the ebusiness solution made it clear that OPTIMAX project will be more than just a
technical system implementation. The way of managing indirect purchases will
change resulting in increased compliance. (IP, 2016) The new e-business system
implementation is actually an action to carry out the strategy, but simultaneously it
changes IP functioning radically. (IP, 2016) Therefore, a re-evaluating of the
current spend management model in IP – the category management – is necessary.
At the beginning of the research, the organization believed that in the future there
might be some categories which contain only items managed through e-business
tools which were later found not to be the most optimal solution to IP.
In the company’s new situation the sourcing and procurement processes are electronic. The new model should support the targets of increasing compliance and user
adoption for these e-sourcing and e-procurement tools. Both literature and interviews reminded that e-business solutions are finally a set of automated processes.
(Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 186-187, 373; Johnson, et al., 2011, pp. 103-104;
Knolmayer, et al., 2002, p. 150; Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016;
IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) According to the category management theories and definitions, it was found that the category management does
not itself support the process approach. In retailing, the category definition can take
account the item’s applicability to a certain process. Such classification is possible
in retailing with a limited number of items and processes, but comes challenging in
indirect purchasing. The strategy would support the idea of segmenting spend by
processes, but it would split indirect spend into really small portions. Small
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categories challenge management and direction setting becomes impossible. The
new tools would then require some new process emphasis, but it is needed to
combine with Category Management. In the literature this has been done with
separating processes and leaving them under same management with category
management. The processes do not much affect the purchased items or services, but
are ways of working to handle the transactions from source to goods receipt. IP has
targets for creating savings which would mean savings from leveraging opportunities, product or service changes, or processes. (Payne, et al., 2011, pp. 47-48).
The process organisation would ease the capturing both kinds of savings.

According to Laamanen, processes are tools to bring structure in the areas with a
lack of control. (2004, p. 23) Adapting a spend management model which contains
a perspective for processes would also be beneficial to increase compliance. Interviews also emphasized that the process view will be more important after the ebusiness solution implementation. (Head of Purchase-to-Pay Process Management,
Manufacturing Company 3, 2016; IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016;
Head of Development, Financial Company, 2017) Additionally, both interviews
with the external consultants confirmed that process definition and management is
required to make decision for process outsourcing later in the future. (Senior Manager, Consulting Company 1, 2016; Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2,
2016) There was a possibility to outsource purchasing areas without a clear process,
but in these cases measuring the performance of outsourced solution is likely to be
challenging. (Managing Director, Consulting Company 1, 2016) Additionally, IP
was interested finding outsourcing possibilities in the future for capturing savings.
Only after separating the management of purchased products and services from
processes, the segmentation of different purchasing areas and selecting content to
be managed in the e-sourcing and e-procurement tools can be discussed.

The current IP categories have been defined by classifying suppliers instead of
products or services based on their markets. A market-based segmentation is typical
in indirect spend management, but it is usually done for the purchased commodities
and not for suppliers. (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 26-31) The different classification has led
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to the situation in which IP’s current categories serve mostly sourcing activities like
product price reductions, agreement negotiations, and supplier performance. Simultaneously procurement processes lack the visibility for compliance and performance. Sourcing related measures outnumber procurement measures in IP’s key
performance indicators (KPIs). IP measures globally five KPIs in addition to total
spend. From these KPIs supplier agreement coverage, supplier rating, number of
suppliers and invoice payment days are supporting supplier and sourcing process
compliance and performance while only PO coverage can be directly tracked to
support procurement process compliance.

To achieve the IP strategy, the new management model should be more alike with
the retailing category management where categories are defined to be more like
independent business units, and strategically similar purchases are grouped
together. Each strategic unit executes the organization strategy by their own targets.
(Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-52) This idea is supported in the indirect category
management literature by mentioning that the main target for categories is value
creation which can be sometimes other than a price reduction. (O'Brien, 2015, pp.
16-17) Strategic visibility is hard to gain with keeping the market facing categories.
However, as long as IP is responsible for the sourcing and procurement processes,
the management model should support both areas and keep the market perspective.

In the strategic point of view, with current market-based categories, internal
compliance, savings or stakeholder management are not easy to achieve. The same
is highlighted in the literature. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 3) Achieving a better
profitability of category management, the new model should be able to have several
perspectives like in retailing with the operative, strategic, information technology
and internal customer views.

IP strategy also highlights the importance of the stakeholders (IP, 2016) which
refers in here to both internal customer for IP and the parties necessary for the
supply decision making. The current category segmentation is also lacking the
stakeholder perspective which is one of the retailing category definition
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perspectives. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-53) IP categories may currently have several
different stakeholders per category which make categories challenging to manage.
Stakeholders should be able to give their opinion on the purchases but sometimes
managing the stakeholder engagement and involvement may be demanding. The
future category management model should efficiently manage decision making
together with the stakeholders so that the decisions create value the best possible
way to the internal customer.

7.2

Spend Analysis

After the strategy analysis, a spend analysis is the next step in category definition
process. The analysis had to be started with identifying spend. General ledger
accounts used in the invoicing and subcategories used in IP reporting were
analyzed. From the chart of accounts, a subset of 140 general ledgers was separated
which should be used for the indirect spend. The separation was done with the help
of financial department so that the actual cost ledgers could be divided from the
accounts used for accounts payable and price difference separation purposes. This
subset of 140 accounts is presented in Appendix 1.
The selected 140 general ledgers were on the company’s income statement, but in
reality, there were some costs (12% of spend on the sample) accounted to the
balance sheet. This fragmentation is visible in Figure 14. However, 93% of those
costs accounted on the balance sheet were allocated to VAT receivables or clearing
accounts which are rather used for financial transactions than costs tracking. These
are then part of non-addressable spend of IP. Other costs allocated to balance sheet
can be claimed as an error. These costs have insignificant value and invoice costs
should not be directly transferred to these balance sheet accounts but be done by
asset accounting. The subset of 140 accounts was analysed with the same analysis
as the existing subcategories to get accounting and purchasing perspectives of the
same issue.
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SPEND ALLOCATION TO GENERAL LEDGERS
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Figure 14. Sample spend allocated to the general ledgers

The cross-sectional sample of invoice data used for this analysis proves that the
indirect purchases are mostly allocated to the income statement under two different
groups of GL accounts which begin with the number 4 or 7. There were no
transactions under GLs starting with 6, 8, 9, or 3. The selection of the subset of 140
GL accounts under 4 and 7 represents the portion of addressable spend to IP.
(Director, Financial Reporting, 2016) The spend analysis was then created with the
subcategories, and the GL accounts to identify spend which applicable to an automated e-procurement system. For this purpose, a test was done to clarify if the
different purchases are more challenging to manage than others. Tests are utile in
situations when there are the preconceived idea of the population which is formed
into a hypothesis and tested if the results support it. (Waters, 2001, pp. 452-453)
This analysis was also done to discover if there exist certain purchasing areas that
should create their own entities or categories due to their similar behaviour or
applicability to the e-business tool. The results of the analysis will show if there is
spend which is easier to manage with the current processes and would, therefore,
be easier to implement in the new e-sourcing and e-procurement system.

In Figure 15 is illustrated the logic of the analysis. First, the costs were assumed to
behave differently due to their varying nature. Some spend occurs in a different
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cycle than other and the cost of the purchase can be more like fixed or variable
costs. These differences in the nature of spend were assumed to make some part of
spend easier to make POs or contract with the supplier. For example, repeatedly
occurring high-cost purchases are easier to contract and create automatized PO than
randomly received a custom invoice. Some of the purchases are even not intentionally created by the purchasing function which might be even more challenging to
manage with IP processes. For identifying if the areas are easier or more
challenging to manage, supplier performance measures were used because other
product-related measures did not exist.

Figure 15. Schematic Diagram of the spend analysis.
Adapted from (Adams, et al., 2014, pp. 162-164)

The supplier performance measures selected for the test, which indicate how well
spend is under management, were:
-

Agreement coverage measure [yes/no] which indicates if there is an
agreement for purchasing from this supplier. If an agreement exists, it also
indicates that there should be a purchasing process applied to the purchases
from this supplier.

-

PO coverage measure [% of supplier’s invoices] which tells if the supplier
is invoiced against a PO existing in the ERP system. This measure indicates
if spend is following the current purchasing processes.

-

PO requirement measure [yes/no] which tells if the PO is required for this
supplier. There are certain areas of purchases that are more challenging to
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create POs for the purchases, and therefore PO creation is not always
required in IP.

The analysis highlights that actually a certain supplier would not be easier or more
challenging for contract and POs point of view. Analysis tries to prove that
contracting or process applicability rather depends on what and when is purchased
from that supplier. When the measures selected improve, the supplier performance
improves in the current reporting, but additionally, it is assumed to increase the
possibility to adopt an automatized system to that part of spend. The hypotheses
were set for the test followingly:
𝐻0 : 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑃𝑂 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐻1 : 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

The measures were weighed for the final results by their importance: agreement
coverage with 30% impact, PO coverage 50% and PO requirement measure with
remaining 20%. The results, which are presented in Appendix 2, show that there is
a correlation between this function created to represent the spend management
behaviour. It seems that GL accounts and subcategory level information give quite
the same results on a high level. Insurances, meetings, and representation providing
suppliers are the most challenging to be contracted or created purchase orders. On
the other side, IT equipment, office supplies and MRO related spend cause the
suppliers to perform better with these measures. As there seems to be a significant
correlation on both the figures, the hypothesis 0 can be accepted. This might raise
a question that what if a certain spend type performs better in the analysis because
the organization has focused on some improvement area and not because the spend
is easy to manage. This question does not have a critical impact on the analysis
because it can be assumed that the organization tends to select the improvement
areas to be the ones which improve the most the KPIs and are done with the least
effort and are the easiest to deliver.
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The case company has selected to purchase IT related products and services,
reception services and building maintenance with separate software which are
already in use. Additionally, purchasing manages the MRO items through the
company ERP system. For example, MRO items are in the subcategory analysis
figure under subcategories 30 PPE & Safety supplies, 30 Machinery &
Maintenance, 30 Chemicals, Fuels & Lubricants, 30 Tools & Equipment and 30
Packaging. In the GL analysis, they are 4210400 Fuel costs, 4210600 Equipment
costs, 420100 Equipment costs, 7230800 Safety equipment for personnel and
4210000 Material consumable. These all can be found on the right-hand side of the
figures as easier to manage and automatize. Those items already have been
automatized. The same phenomena are visible for GLs 7510000 IT consultancy and
7600100 IT Hardware purchases against subcategories 31 IT Equipment and 31 IT
Consultancy. These and other already automatized areas can be found among the
best performing spend which indicates that the hypothesis 1 can also be accepted.

This analysis can now be used to support the indirect spend management model
creation and content implementation to the e-business tool. There are still some
recognized challenges for using the analysis straight to the implementation as some
of spend has been decided internally not to be included in the system and some of
spend is technically not applicable. If these aspects are taken into account, spend
listed on the right-hand side of the figure should be easier to implement in the ebusiness system. On the other side can be found spend which most probably is not
applicable to the system. Also, the right side spend is easier to manage with the
current purchasing processes, so they can be bundled together as a manageability
point of view.
7.3

Power Matrix

The Power Matrix analysis is normally used for subcategories to see their positioning to design the plan for strategic sourcing. (O'Brien, 2015, p. 125) The Power
Matrix was executed in interviews with each Category Manager or together with
the category team who makes the strategic decisions. Each category’s markets were
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discussed and located to the Power Matrix. Results were summarized after the
interviews which can be seen in Table 3. The spend analysis gave an overview of
the applicability to the solution while the Power Matrix was used to collect market
perspective which needed to be taken into account. Some product-specific knowledge may be required to run the sourcing process. For example, IT and mobile
technology sourcing require detailed knowledge of the hardware technical features
and services sourcing skills in negotiating Service Level Agreements and delivery
conditions. Therefore, the data analysis or Power Matrix used independently do not
describe the whole situation how spend should be managed.

Current subcategories were used to create the content of the Power Matrix. There
were some subcategories which were be placed on the figure as they were. However, some of the subcategories did not allow to inspect the purchases on required
level. For this reason, the subcategories were segmented to smaller entities to fit
better into the matrix. As the Power Matrix segments different products or markets,
this requirement to split subcategories indicates that the subcategories do not
represent a market but rather several markets. For example, subcategory 34 Site
Services were found to include several markets of catering, cleaning, security and
mail services which then had to be split for this analysis. (Category Manager, Facility Management, IP, 2016) Additionally, 31 Software and Applications subcategory had to be split. Generic end user applications are easy to purchase with POs,
some solutions are tailored, or even custom built and require long-term collaboration with the supplier. Some of this software is rather a process or software-as-aservice subscriptions than individual program purchases. These process solutions
need wider strategic evaluation before the purchase. (Senior Strategic Purchaser,
ICT Procurement, IT, 2016; Manager, IT Operative Purchasing, 2016; Manager,
ICT Procurement Services, 2016) In this area, the subcategory is too general in
nature which makes the strategy and process implementation challenging. Therefore, the same model was used for identifying smaller segments within the
subcategories.
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Table 3. Power Matrix of IP spend

The most of the spend managed by IP falls into the generic or tailored type of items.
The analysis was found to have some room for interpretation depending on the
scope investigated. However, the main target was to create a global overview which
applies for the major part of spend. Based on the results local discussions are later
possible. As the Nordic countries cover the major part of spend, the global perspective was the best for this analysis. The exercise gave a good cross-section to all
purchasing categories and their markets, but the model was also found during the
interviews to support in checking the item applicability to the e-sourcing and eprocurement systems as well. The finding is illustrated in Figure 16.

First, the axis with the market power tells whether the sourcing is possible in the
markets. Sourcing is typically done for general and tailored items for which the
purchaser has the purchasing power and suppliers compete for the customers with
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a competitive price. Best examples of these were Office supplies, Standard Tools,
Maintenance and IT consulting. (Manager, IT Operative Purchasing, 2016; Category Manager, Facility Management, IP, 2016; Category Manager, MRO Production,
2016) In these areas case company can use the e-sourcing tool. However, the
proprietary items are unique or branded to convince the customer to select the item
without comparing the selection. In this area, sourcing activities cannot be
performed because there are no other suppliers to provide the same solution. In this
area are sponsoring or Microsoft’s enterprise architecture solutions like Outlook.
Custom items, like taxes, allowances or rent, are not typically sourced either.
Sometimes the case company had a strong long-term relationship and combined
processes, due to which the sourcing was challenging. A good example would be a
provider for payment card solutions. Some of the products or services were regulated by legislation or geography, like energy or fixed phone lines. (Manager,
Mobile and Telecom Services, 2016; Category Manager, Facility Management, IP,
2016) Probably there are limited possibilities to utilize e-sourcing tool in this
custom field.

Figure 16. E-sourcing and e-procurement tool usability in purchasing areas

On the e-procurement point of view, general items seemed to have clear product
and price specification which remains the same for most of the time. Flight tickets,
office supplies, and brochures have clear pricing. They were expected to be the
easiest to adapt into an e-procurement catalogs, and some of them already were,
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like flights in travel online booking tool. Tailored items require some information
from the requestor according to which the purchased items or services are then
manufactured. Safety clothes require size information and logos for example. In
this area are suggested web forms which are automated in e-procurement system,
but have editable fields to specify the purchase. Proprietary items are not beneficial
to the company and therefore, for these items a strategy should be created to change
them to any other option. (Cox, 2015, p. 723) In the case company, this area was
the least used which is positive. If this kind of single purchases exists, they can be
handled through e-procurement tool with free text requests. The final field of the
matrix is the custom solutions which may have limited possibilities for eprocurement. Probably pensions, taxes, and R&D will never be implemented in eprocurement tool. Purchases in this custom area require a policy to be defined.

When comparing the results from the data analysis and interviews done for Power
Matrix, it was found that they support similar approaches. This is illustrated in
Appendix 3. Purchases that are classified into generic or tailored type are also
performing well in the test done to detect purchases which are most probably
applicable to the tool, in Chapter 7.2. In Table 3, the standard tools, chemicals,
fuels, lubricants, bulk IT equipment, packaging, and promotional items are in the
generic and tailored groups while they are also found to be easier to be implemented
in the e-business tool with higher results in the data test. The financial services,
taxes, insurances and pensions and classifications are plased into custom or
proprietary fields, and they seem to have more challenges in agreement and PO
creation according to the test. There are some purchases that are easier to contract,
and therefore probably easier to implement in the e-procurement tool. Such an
automated process requires a PO for each purchase. By creating the Power Matrix,
it can be estimated that tailored and generic items are more probable areas in which
POs and agreements are possible, and therefore they fit into the e-business
solutions.
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7.4

Limitations of the Model

The new e-business supported environment categories should be based on the
structures which easily supports the new tool. Operative, strategic, information
technology and customer perspectives can be used in the category definition. In IP
these could be translated to a couple of different manners to define categories; use
current industry based mapping which serves sourcing purposes or general ledger
accounts used by accounting which serve current ERP and income statement
structures. One option is to use a global standard or use some other mapping tool
like it was done in the previous chapters. The process-based segmentation is ruled
out. There are two processes, sourcing and procurement, which complicate process
applicability segmentation because different purchases are differently applicable to
both of these processes. Next are discussed other limitations.

General ledger accounts bundle different types of costs, but they are not easy for
category definition. General ledgers are typically too wide for sourcing with
different requirements than the coding provides and it is hard to discover which
purchases it does contain by the account description. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 18) The
same phenomenon exists in the case company’s general ledgers. Additionally, there
are human errors in allocating the costs to the correct account. Some accounts as
Other consultancy tend to gather wide range different services which are then
difficult to manage. (Development Manager, Procurement Center, 2016) The GL
structure neither supports sourcing nor procurement processes. Therefore, purely
GL based structure will not be beneficial for IP. The GL accounts cannot still be
forgotten in total. By streamlining the e-business process and removing any extra
handling between the process phases the GL accounts need to be automated to each
of the items available and all purchases made in the e-procurement system.
Therefore, a certain requirement for detailed item classification exists. Additionally, there are other integration requirements like customs codes which need to be
automated as well to minimize manual handling. The automated integrations have
a huge importance in e-business solutions functioning which was also confirmed
by the external interviews. (Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016)
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In retailing, the categories are defined for the items. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-49;
O'Brien, 2015, pp. 8-9) IP instead has created their categories by bundling suppliers
to groups due to the lack of visibility for the purchased items in ERP system. The
e-business tool brings a change as it now allows detailed spend information on item
level and challenges the old method of forming the categories by suppliers. Each
item has to be created to the e-procurement catalogs in advance, and purchase
requests record detailed item information. In the current setup, in e-business tools
are used product classifications, and outside the system supplier classification for
the categories. This difference might raise conflicts when classifying data. For
example, when IT hardware is purchased from a supplier which is working in an
educational industry, there might be quite challenging discussions how to classify
the purchase. This example has been discussed in Chapter 6.3. This kind of internal
classification discussion should be avoided as it does not bring any added value to
the company. Instead, the energy should be focused on the actions which are needed
to drive IP to the best performance. By avoiding manual classification, the company
can save time and money. (Abels & Hahn, 2008, p. 35) The future direction is to
use cognitive computing or automated classification systems if a manual classification is required. (Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016) The aim
for IP should be to avoid non-value generating classification or in the future to add
automated classification solutions.

The old IP categories have been defined by the market limitations like it is typically
done in indirect spend management and there is emphasis on finding market boundaries for the categories. (O'Brien, 2015, pp. 26-31) Because the detailed item information has not been available easily to purchasing and sourcing personnel, the
supplier industry or market-based classification has brought important view to
group the skills required for certain purchases. This is an important view which
should not be forgotten in the new model creation either. For some purchases,
detailed knowledge about the industry or products and services themselves are
required. The current IP categories have already set to be market facing quite well
and the spend has been separated to 60 subcategories by their markets, like rent, car
leases or protective equipment. These categories and subcategories are mostly alike
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with the typical segmentation with the O’Brien’s book (O'Brien, 2015, p. 7). IP
seems to have mature category management in the market point of view when
compared to best practices.

IP has 60 subcategories for one billion euros of spend and over 16 000 suppliers,
but the actual item count purchased from the suppliers is even bigger than 16 000.
When a typical retail store is investigated they have under management 11 000 –
20 000 items. (Timonen, 2001, p. 21; Prisma, 2016) For example, Prisma has 240
subcategories available for the stores to manage their content. If this analysis is
taken to IP which serves the organization as an internal store, they probably have
an even higher count of items than retail stores and less subcategories to manage
the content. The retailer has even segmented the 240 subcategories further.
Therefore, it can be estimated that in the future when the e-business solution
obligates IP to manage also the items in addition to the suppliers. Probably the
current structure is too general to manage the content efficiently. As a conclusion,
the future model should have more categories or subcategories available to allow
more detailed strategic management for different kind of items.

Like stated in the strategy analysis, the future model should better take into account
the procurement and in general the process perspective. The purchasing process is
neglected with the current category setting, and this causes lack of control. When
requested during the research from the IP organization members to define
purchasing processes used for indirect spend, they were unable to answer without
hesitating. This indicates that the organization has a focus on the sourcing activities
and supplier relations processes. Currently, the supplier performance is measured
using the supplier data where each supplier has its own measures. The process
performance is not measured. The issue also challenged this research as it was not
possible to do spend analysis based on process metrics in Chapter 7.2 due to lacking
process information. The future model should allow easy process performance
measuring which helps to define process costs and increase process development.
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8

PROPOSED MODEL FOR THE SPEND MANAGEMENT

In this chapter, it has been described the proposed new spend management model.
First chapter describes the overview of the model, after which is focused more detail
on the functioning of the Assortment Management and Portfolio Management.

8.1

Overview

In the new category management model, the processes should be taken into account
and separated from the categories. The similar requirement exists in retailing where
the operative perspective is used to evaluate how the category is managed through
warehousing, shelving and other processes. (Timonen, 2001, pp. 48-53) The suggestion is to implement a management model which is not only based on the category model but combines it with the supply chain and process perspective as is done
in Efficient Consumer Response model. (Seifert, 2003, p. 5) Overview of the situation is illustrated in Figure 17 and detailed communication material in Appendix 5.

Figure 17. Future model with SCM and CM perspectives

The indirect supply chain management defines and develops allowed processes for
managing indirect spend. The company has selected other solutions or software to
manage some special areas of spend, and all of the spend can probably never be
implemented in the same process. Therefore, IP should have a clear understanding
of all the processes used and measure the spend flowing through each process. IP
strives for achieving savings (IP, 2016). As stated in the literature about purchasing,
there are leveraging or product change savings and process savings. (Payne, et al.,
2011, pp. 47-48) In the future, it will be equal pressure on achieving both kinds of
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savings and develop IP equally on both areas. The original target for this research
was to develop spend management. The processes were found to be mixed into the
current model and required to be separated so that Category Management could
develop the management of purchased content as it classically does. Next, are
discussed IP Supply Chain Management shortly to understand the intention of the
separation. After this, it is focused in detail on the new Category Management.

The company has already Supply Management function, in which IP belongs.
Supply Management function performs development projects for systems and
applications at a higher level including both indirect and direct purchasing
functions. However, direct and indirect purchasing functions’ processes are
different, and every solution is not applicable to IP. Additionally, there is a risk that
more dominant direct purchasing requirements overrule indirect purchasing requirements. This and the fact that Supply Management resources are limited to
support every IP development action, are reasons why IP requires own process
organization. To distinct easily the roles of global Supply Management and IP
Supply Chain Management (SCM), the latter could be called as IP Process
Management instead of IP SCM. The IP Process Management should not be seen
as a challenger to the main Supply Management development, but IP team should
focus on processes and efficient process flow in IP. This IP process organization
supports the global Supply Management projects to ensure their best fit for the IP
processes. Then if needed, IP Process Management function can deliver their own
IP process specific development actions.

Processes are one of the most used business development approaches in addition to
outsourcing and team management. (Laamanen, 2004, p. 18) As the processes have
not the best visibility in IP, it will probably become more important development
area in the future. The e-business solutions bring standardized processes for the
implemented area which have to be managed actively. A couple of the interviewed
companies stated that they had created a separate process organization or changed
their organization to process organization soon after the e-business implementation.
(Head of Purchase-to-Pay Process Management, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016;
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IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016; Head of Development, Financial
Company, 2017) The change of organization was to ensure efficient total flow in
purchasing. Also setting up efficient process function within IP is seen beneficial.

IP Process Management would then consist of two functions which are also visible
in Appendix 5. Process Development team is assigned for executing development
action and process mapping. This team will actively calculate process costs and
search for ways reducing them. In addition to the process development, IP Process
Management has an operative function Operations which consists of operative
teams required to execute purchasing activities. This fact would change the
operative purchases, invoice handlers, and accounts payable team under IP. The
change makes their work easier and focuses on more efficient ways of working
during different phases of the IP purchasing process.

When the processes are removed to an independent function, the category management can remain with its original target in purchasing – strategic sourcing for the
purchased items. There is contract negotiations, following markets, daily communications with the suppliers and other operational sourcing work. The new eprocurement tool increases catalog and standard sourcing event creation, contracting and contract information updates to the e-business system. In addition to these,
Category Management should contain strategic decision making. Purchasing is
transforming to be more strategic in the future, so this perspective becomes more
important. (Zheng, et al., 2007, p. 78; Schneider & Wallenburg, 2013, p. 148) The
future requirement is to integrate even better with the stakeholders and execute
strategic development projects. In the current Category Management, this is
challenging as SRM related tasks typically overtake the strategic sourcing. (Payne,
et al., 2011, p. 2)

The new model for Category Management needs to contain two different sublevels
to separate the strategic sourcing from the transactional and recurring sourcing and
supplier contacting. IP function should establish two equal functions within
Category Management which are Portfolio Management and Assortment
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Management. Chapters 8.1 and 8.2 describe the operations of these functions in
detail. The challenge with categories is that within IP a “category” term is
understood to define several different things. It represents a strategic business unit,
the area of responsibility to a person and group of similar items. In the new model
presented in the following chapters, Portfolio Management manages and structures
the strategic business units while assortments are understood as areas of responsebility of a person. Category remains its original meaning from the literature; a group
of similar product and services. These three terms are all part of Category Management.
8.2

Assortment Management

Previously IP has simulated the Category Management by segmenting suppliers
instead of the items. This separation has been a reasoned method to gather the
similar type of purchases when there was a lack of visibility for the item level
information. However, now that IP has gotten the possibility to have this visibility
with the e-business tool, the definition of the categories can be changed to the way
it is originally defined. The current category definition in IP differs radically from
the theories. The interviewed companies mainly classified categories with products.
One company had a supplier based classification system, but they had not fully
implemented the e-business solutions yet. (Category Manager, Manufacturing
Company 1, 2016; Procure-to-Pay Process Lead, Manufacturing Company 2, 2016;
Head of Development, Financial Company, 2017) Therefore, it can be assumed that
the companies would prefer item based classification.

By understanding what is being purchased in reality, the company can take correct
actions to reduce the process costs or purchase price. It is suggested that IP should
transfer the categories to be product segments instead of the old supplier
segments. As the item level visibility is achieved, it is a game changer to IP and
should be taken as an advantage. The product segmentation gives more detailed
control over the spend than before. Additionally, it is suggested that IP starts
classifying the purchased items in a globally standardized manner.
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8.2.1

Standardization

Standardization has a significant positive effect on both purchasing and business
performance. (Sánchez-Rodríguez, et al., 2006, p. 62) For this reason, it is suggested IP to use a standard to define categories and their hierarchy in the Category
Management. The standard should be especially for classifying both products and
services to create a basis to which can be connected any other models or perspectives.
Due to the requirements for process automation in e-business system – connection
between processes, mapping against GL accounts, and customs information – IP
decided to implement UNSPSC in the new e-business solution at the beginning of
the OPTIMAX project. UNSPSC creates a basis for the automated process and
integrations, but it could also be used for much more. The biggest opportunity with
the selected standard lays in ready made product and service classification structure
and hierarchy. The standard gives both high-level usability in reporting and detailed
level for operational work. Additionally, the standard has been specially designed
for e-commerce and e-business environment, so it supports the new e-sourcing and
e-procurement tools. (UNSPSC, 2014) With a standardized classification several
other systems can be integrated to use the same structure so that the fragmented
spend within several systems can be integrated to the same reporting and business
intelligence tools. The integrated reporting is one of the opportunities brought up
in the interviews. (Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016)

One challenge with the current company defined category structure is when the
category structure changes the data is not anymore comparable between different
slots of time. Because the categories are highly linked to current organization
structure, and personnel changes are inevitable in the long run, the category
structure changes once in a while. With a standard, the categories are fixed until the
standard is wanted to be updated to the next version. Typically new versions are
compatible with the old versions, so there will not be big challenges. If there are
issues with the updated version, the same issues probably rise among other standard
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users as well. IP can use the knowledge base of UNSPSC community to solve
problems or request changes to the standard. One interviewed company said that
they have had the same UNSPSC based category structure in use almost ten years.
(IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) This kind of category stability
gives totally new possibility for purchasing trends creation and monitoring over the
years.

For IP use, the UNSPSC coding system is large enough. Most products or services
can be found in the standard. There are four levels which define the eight digit code
for each item. On the most detailed level, there are almost 50 000 commodities
available. (UNSPSC, 2014; Uniform Code Coucil, Inc., 2004) As discussed in the
creation of Power Matrix, some subcategories are too wide to be positioned in one
area of the matrix. UNSPSC gives more levels and more detailed descriptions
which are beneficial when developing IP further. A standard category structure
removes a need for IP personnel to negotiate where each item belongs in a
classification. For example, whether printers belong to the office or IT supplies, by
using UNSPSC standard, it is only required to define that the purchase is a
Computer printer. The hierarchy and structure are standardized which removes
currently existing email negotiation process for supplier categorization. The classification done through email is an inefficient and slow manner which does not
always end up with a result because classification is not seen as a high priority task
among other emails.

Current supplier based classification gives a possibility to interpretation. There are
three different options to classify a supplier. The organization may currently
classify supplier based on the industry in which the supplier operates, by items
which are purchased from the supplier or by GL account in which the purchase
invoices have been mostly assigned. At times these options can be conflicting with
each other, which can cause unnecesary negotiation or even friction between
categories. Even with the classification in the current setup, it is important to
manage all spend, in the end it is not value adding work in purchasing. The focus
should be on executing strategic actions to decrease spend or creating value to IP’s
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end users, who are the company’s employees. Also, the fact that discussion about
category classification is related to personnel workload and areas of responsibility
may keep the subject in more highlighted role than it effectively should.

Interviewed companies evaluate that the number of suppliers probably increases in
the future as it is easier to add new suppliers to the system than before. (Senior
Manager, Consulting Company 1, 2016; IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3,
2016) If the supplier based classification is continued in IP, the amount of manual
maintenance and internal classification discussion will probably increase.
Therefore, it would be more beneficial to apply more automated classification
methods. With the UNSPSC, buyer or supplier defines the standard codes for a
product or service codes and the item is automatically classified to the correct
reporting level in UNSPSC which serve as new categories to IP. This classification
would also split spend automatically to different categories for those suppliers
which provide several different products or services. The classification is then made
automatic for those areas which are implemented in the e-business tools.

The standard also has opportunities when it is extended outside the e-business
solution. For those suppliers who cannot for some reason be implemented in eprocurement tool can be added a default commodity from the UNSPSC standard.
This information could be stored in the Vendor Master Data (VMD) in the fields
which contained the previous category information. This way of working would be
beneficial for several reasons. First, the amount of manually maintained data would
be smaller than before when the classification is automatic within the e-business
solution. Second, the previous ways of working would remain in those areas which
are challenging to implement in e-business tool; suppliers are manually given a
classification, but now with UNSPSC standard. With this solution, the processes of
manually maintained data remain for significantly smaller part of suppliers than
before. After extending the standard outside the e-business solution, the reporting
can use the same UNSPSC structure. The solution would simplify also reporting
because today UNSPSC standard needs to be connected to current category
structure, presented in Figure 1.
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Even if some manually maintained data remains, the classification should be easier
than before. As mentioned before, the classification can today be based on one of
three aspects: GL account, company industry or the product. In the future, the
products define categories and suppliers are functioning cross-category. A similar
approach was used in interviewed companies. (Head of Development, Financial
Company, 2017; Category Manager, Manufacturing Company 1, 2016) Practically,
the benefits of the standard coding system are seen when integrating processes with
suppliers’ systems. In fact, the companies that integrated with suppliers using data
integrations with an unstandardized product classification system, the integration
was more probably turn out to be unfeasible. (Abels & Hahn, 2008, p. 35) Unstandardized classification consists typically a high amount of items and requires a lot
of time and money which also decrease the benefit of automation. Each time, the
supplier provides the catalog information on a different format or commodity structure, information is needed to transform. (Abels & Hahn, 2008, pp. 28-31)

The standard provides a language for the supplier to define the products for each of
the catalogs. IP can then use the standard for classification purposes. This way the
classification discussion can be outsourced to the supplier and IP can require
suppliers to define their products according to the global UNSPSC standard.

Another benefit is that changing the standard to be a base principle for classification
should be easy. The UNSPSC segments are quite similar with the current subcategories in IP. The UNSPSC standard has 57 segments at the highest level which
match quite well with IP’s current 60 subcategories. This similarity indicates that
UNSPSC would help getting the next level of more detailed information which is a
requirement to improve function operations further after the e-business implementation. The category management defined today is a basis for tomorrow.
(Deloitte, 2013, p. 4) Standardised and partially automatized classification would
allow IP to focus more on strategic sourcing and managing of the strategic entities
which are discussed more in detail in Portfolio Management part. UNSPSC gives
the market responsive perspective which is used in Assortment Management.
(UNSPSC, 2014)
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The need for standardization while creating categories was also raised in the
external interviews. Two of the companies had UNSPSC standard as a basis for
their category structure, but they had modified the high levels a bit to fit better their
organization. (Head of Development, Financial Company, 2017; Head of Purchaseto-Pay Process Management, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) One company had
a structure of their own, but at the time of the interview were re-evaluating changing
it to UNSPSC. (Procure-to-Pay Process Lead, Manufacturing Company 2, 2016)
One company did not have a global standard in their e-procurement system, but had
created a strict standard within their own company when the e-business solution
was implemented. (Category Manager, Manufacturing Company 1, 2016) Every
company interviewed had to create some standard for product and services classification to make e-business solution to work. As a conclusion, the global UNSPSC
standard is reasoned to be also IP’s guideline.
8.2.2

Personnel Responsibilities

Items are classified into categories with the UNSPCS standard. UNSPSC is the
fixed standard structure, on top of which can be created different assortments which
represent the responsibility of a certain person. Assortments and UNSPSC standard
relations are illustrated in Figure 18. Assortments allow removing the personnel
responsibility discussions from purchase classifications. Purchases are defined the
nature they really are. There is no risk of misclassification due to human reasons.
Personnel responsibilities are negotiated together with one’s supervisor. The
assortments can be defined flexibly taking account workload and the skills the
person possess. This system allows to use standardized categories globally, but the
assortments may differ depending on the location and personnel skills deviation.
Assortments may change during the time, but it is acceptable because they are not
used as reporting levels. The UNSPSC segmentation keeps spend trends comparable in different points of time.

Assortments can have a global, regional or local responsibility. The biggest concern
is assign the every segment of UNSPSC to someone’s assortment. Decisions,
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whether some purchases are managed globally or locally, are one of the strategic
sourcing decisions. (Cox, 2015, p. 719) The presented structure gives freedom to
change UNSPSC segment responsibility separately for each of the areas to global,
regional or local depending on the need without changing IP structure.

Figure 18. Assortments' responsibilities defined with UNSPSC standard

Assortments are released from strategic decision making which requires larger
forum and coordination of the stakeholder participation. The person, who manages
an assortment has the required market and product knowledge for purchasing the
items in that area. He/she does the agreement renewals and sourcing of low value
or low strategic importance items like office supplies, IT accessories or personal
safety equipment, typically for the generic items. Assortment Managers are the
heavy users of the e-sourcing tool. The Portfolio Management is an escalation
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forum and taskforce to support assortments with strategic decisions when needed.
Portfolio Management facilitates the sourcing decisions and development which
cannot be delivered without stakeholder participation in decision making. The
stakeholder discussions are done in project-like activities. The structuring of
Assortment Management function will not require major changes in the current
personnel. Current category management and strategic purchasing persons can be
transferred into responsible for assortments. Some skilled personnel may be
appointed to lead the Portfolio Management teams which are discussed in detail in
Chapter 8.3.

One personnel related challenge in the future will be user adoption in the e-business
system. The fact also rose in an interview. (Head of Development, Financial
Company, 2017) There is a high risk that if inside and outside of the e-business
tools the categories are defined differently, like currently is, these two groups form
different ways of working and they can grow into more separate entities. Personnel
used to work with purchases outside of e-business tools will probably not start to
use the e-business tools naturally if different processes have different content
structure. Therefore, from the personnel point of view, extending UNSPSC to
whole organization is an advantage. It would support the e-sourcing and eprocurement systems adoption within IP personnel.
8.3

Portfolio Management

The separation of Portfolio Management from Assortment Management supports
the future trend in which the purchasing is required to become a more strategic
function. Typically a strategy is only a document which has to be translated into
action. (IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) When separated from each
other, strategic working gets better attention than before. The Portfolio
Management can then have a strategic perspective over purchasing without
operative work interfering which is the weakness in the current structure. The
Portfolio Management function has one or several taskforces which contain fixed
and changing members. In this new model, target of Portfolio Management is to
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facilitate strategic decision making and coordinate stakeholder discussions. To
complete actions from strategic perspective; company strategy, IP compliance
strategy or system implementation strategy, IP needs to use strategic tools. The
most important tools for Portfolio taskforces are strategic portfolios which are
defined in the next chapter.

8.3.1

Building Portfolios

In the portfolio building process, the perspectives provided by Power Matrix and
Kraljic Matrix should be used. Matrixes are not used in the market responsive
UNSPSC classification. Power Matrix analyzes how the purchased products and
services are alike, while Kraljic Matrix gives a financial dimension. Kamann’s cube
combines the benefits of both matrixes. According to Lysons and Farrington, the
creation of purchasing portfolios helps in recognizing weaknesses, and plan for
strategic actions for different purchasing areas. (Lysons & Farrington, 2006, pp. 6365) Utilizing this model as a part of Category Management would be highly
beneficial to IP because the current or UNSPSC defined categories hardly support
strategic decision making. For strategic portfolios exist ready-made strategic
options, suggestions, and recommendations based on their type. (Lysons &
Farrington, 2006, p. 70; Cox, 2015) IP could use these recommendations in its
sourcing in the future when the portfolios are in use.

The difference in UNSPSC segments and portfolios are that UNSPSC is market
facing tool for new Assortment Management, but portfolios do not even intend to
group purchases in similar market areas. Instead, portfolios are a group of purchases
which behave and can be managed similarly. Based on Kamann’s cube, there is
established eight portfolios. This process is presented in Figure 19. For example,
the generic-leverage portfolio contains probably promotional items, some furniture, standard tools, and electronic accessories based on the Power Matrix results.
Everything belongs to different markets, but they behave similarly. Items have high
volume and are easily available from several suppliers. Due to the high amount of
transactions they should be mostly managed in automated e-business processes. In
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the spend analysis, discussed in Chapter 7.2, these kinds of purchases have more
probably agreements in place and purchases done with POs. Therefore, it can be
assumed that they are easier to be applied to any process due to their generic nature.

Figure 19. Purchasing portfolios for IP.
Adapted from Lysons & Farrington, 2006, p. 63

Old categories, which are transferred into UNSPSC standardised categories in the
new model, are market facing and support operational sourcing. The previous
categories lack the strategic view which is easily turned into action. The portfolios
give this perspective. Lacking strategic view can be confirmed by the completed
Power Matrix analysis presented in Chapter 7.3. During the Power Matrix interviews were found that current subcategories did not fit only to one, but several areas
of the Power Matrix. Additionally, when analyzing the current subcategories, also
can be found that strategically important and nonimportant purchases are in the
same subcategory. For example, 35 Memberships subcategory contains gym
memberships which are not critical to the business. However, there is a membership
of NASDAQ stock market which is mandatory for a stock listed company. In the
new model, these purchases are classified by UNSPSC separately to Sport Clubs
and Business Associations which are both under Organizations and Clubs. Then
Sport Clubs would be placed for example into leverage-generic portfolio while the
Business Associations belongs probably to the strategic-proprietary portfolio.
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Portfolios co-exist with the UNSPSC standard classification used in the Assortment
Management. Each purchase is classified with UNSPSC when the purchasing is
executed. The standard has four levels; the highest level contains 57 different
segments, and the most detailed level has 50 000 commodities. Due to the
possibility to use different levels, the purchases can be allocated accurately into
different portfolios. For example, on the highest levels like Published products and
Furniture and Furnishing may be placed into one portfolio. However,
Transportation and Storage and Mail Services segment can probably not be placed
into one portfolio as it is, but when it is used the detailed levels: Passenger marine
transport, Passenger air transport, Air cargo transport, Rail cargo transport,
Terminal services, Material handling services, those can be placed into portfolios.
The standard is detailed, which allows placing even individual products or services
into portfolios if needed. The change of current categories into UNSPSC gives
detailed information which would have been needed in Power Matrix formation in
Chapter 7.3.

The portfolios also solve the question in which areas the e-business solutions are
applicable. These findings were discussed in Chapter 7.3. The ultimate benefit with
the portfolios is that with limited resources – now and in the future – the correct
actions can be focused on those areas in which they are effective. Full e-business
tools implementation will be rolled out in generic and tailored portfolios while on
custom portfolios the attention may be on SRM and stakeholder management.
Finally, it seems that non-addressable spend falls to proprietary or customs
portfolios. There can be policies within generic portfolios which define that esourcing and e-procurement tools have to be used. The portfolio management can
then establish an activity to review other portfolios decide processes for these areas.

With the visibility for the supply risk, market complexity and financial impact can
also be defined internal and external strategies for portfolios as CM planning
process suggests. Some of the working instructions can also be planned based on
the portfolio and its strategy. For example, custom portfolios can be relieved from
a PO creation or portfolios containing low-value purchases can be relieved from
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contracting if the spend does not exceed predefined limits. At the same time,
portfolios function like risk management programs. If there are other suppliers or
substitutes on the markets, a portfolio has a lower risk. In custom or strategic
portfolios, IP has to ensure how to mitigate risk for these purchases. Risk Management also supports the future trend in which purchasing function has an emphasized
role in company risk mitigator. (Head of Purchase-to-Pay Process Management,
Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) The purchasing areas which do not have a high
risk, probably generic portfolios and possibly some of the tailored and proprietary
portfolios, can be decided in the first Portfolio Mangement task to be managed
completely by the Assortment Management. Only if there are single events which
require higher attention they can be escalated to the Portfolio Management teams
to be discussed with the stakeholders.

Previously described examples of what kind of actions can be done for portfolios is
not a comprehensive list of all possible actions. Previously, it has been described
mostly possibilities which were found based on the Power Matrix. The portfolios
creation should be continued by analyzing spend again with the Kraljic Matrix to
complete the portfolios. The both frameworks should be taught to Portfolio team
because they have to evaluate and reclassify UNSPSC segments into portfolios at
regular intervals. The strategic spend classification into portfolios should be one
regular activity for the Portfolio Management because it provides better classification quality and consumes less time than continuous classification done by the
whole organization. In this new model, Assortment Management ensures that every
purchase is classified with UNSPSC because it is needed for the e-business tools.
After the first classification, the portfolios will not probably change a lot, but still
regular reviews are required. When the UNSPSC standard remains the same for
reporting, portfolio content can change during the time.

Previous categories functioned mainly to divide work of supplier management. In
the new model, there might be suppliers delivering items or services for several
UNSPSC segments and portfolios. In the old category structure, all the suppliers
are managed and their performance measured equally. For each supplier is
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consumed an equal amount of work when it is wanted to improve performance.
This kind of working is not seen beneficial as the number of suppliers will probably
increase. (Category Manager, Manufacturing Company 1, 2016; Senior Manager,
Consulting Company 1, 2016) The Portfolio Management structure also supports
IP SCM targets. Suppliers require different communication plans and cooperation
level depending on to which portfolio the purchase belongs. Future purchasing will
have both product and supplier perspectives in place with which organization can
navigate the company to the success. (O'Brien, 2015, p. 429) The power over who
has the final decision of the responsibility and the main contact with the supplier is
given to Portfolio Management. Assortments have communications and daily
working responsibility with the supplier, but in cases which supplier responsibility
is not clear, Portfolio Management team defines which assortment has the responsibility. Some suppliers may be under the responsibility of the other departments
which is acceptable as long as the arrangement is approved and feasible.
8.3.2

Portfolio Activities

Portfolio Management organization consists one or several agile taskforces executing project-like activities. First, it is selected how many taskforce teams IP would
require. There can be only one team which works in every portfolio, but if needed,
IP can assign another team later and split the responsibilities between teams based
on the portfolios. Each team has a couple of fixed members. The fixed members
ensure a successful, project-like working and facilitate the meetings. They plan the
schedule, actions and make documentation about task phases and decisions. These
fixed members should be able to lead the discussion, network with stakehoders
outside IP organization, and support in information collection and analysis whether
it is data, stakeholders, or other external material.

The taskforce should have standard frameworks, schedules, process steps and
informing channels planned according to which portfolio activities are managed.
The Portfolio Management would at least require a project manager to be a fixed
member of the team. The project manager ensures efficient working, project
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progression and changing members’ engagement. The Portfolio Management also
requires fixed members possessing project and strategic planning skills. These
members might be analysts, project or process engineers. Due to the increased
amount of IT systems, one data or solutions architect might also be required. The
fixed members would gather information and create analyses and documentation to
support the decision making.

The changing members of the portfolio taskforce are defined separately for each
project-like activity. Every activity should start with defining the challenge and
inviting stakeholders to the team. These invited members can be for example
Assortment Managers or Process Engineers within IP. Depending on the subject,
also other functions, like financial assistance, business unit knowledge or even
external consultants can be assigned to the team. The main point is to gather those
persons into the same forum for each activity who are needed to make the decisions.
In the current setting stakeholders are involved, but sometimes the decision making
is slow because the decision may need to be re-evaluated when it is found that some
opinions were missed from the original discussion. The project-like working makes
stakeholder engagement easier. When portfolio projects are planned for the next
year or two, stakeholder participation can be agreed in advance. Some departments
may have typical contacts to participate portfolio activities. Especially for those
stakeholders whose input is not needed that often in IP, the system is beneficial.
They have to engage to IP working only for a certain period of time for selected
activities. The project-like setting makes participation also more motivating as each
activity will have a start and an ending.

Other departments can plan their resources and decide whether they want to
participate in an activity. Possibility to plan the resources in advance improves the
service which IP provides to the stakeholders. Good service supports the IP
strategy. The project-like working also makes the decision making clear.
Stakeholders who have decided to participate in an activity can vote for results.
Decisions are easier to document, and come back if questions are asked later. The
project-like working also limits unnecessary decision re-evaluation. If a stakeholder
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wants to be part of decision making, he/she has to engage in the portfolio activity.
With declining, stakeholder accepts to approve the decisions made.

The Portfolio Management should be an escalation taskforce to support assortments. Assortment Management can suggest a task for Portfolio Management in
the areas where it is required more official forum to coordinate stakeholders,
evaluate the possibilities and make decisions about the best solution for the company strategy. The requirements may also be brought to Portfolio Management from
above. In cases where IP targets for savings, IP management can assign the Portfolio taskforce to evaluate in which portfolios the savings are possible to realize.

The base for Portfolio Management working is portfolios. One of portfolio team’s
main responsibility is portfolio content updates, in which the UNSPSC segments
are checked if they still fit into the current portfolios. After updating the content to
portfolios, the taskforce can run category management planning process for the
portfolios which is visualized in Figure 7. Portfolio Management needs to have
category management planning process clear in mind and be able to use it in
portfolio level and within portfolios. Preferably Portfolio Management taskforce
takes one portfolio at the time under work, and strategic actions are planned in
detail.

The model is beneficial as it starts to give a focus for the process costs. The current
sourcing takes process costs into account when the costs of the purchase are
evaluated. In these calculations, persons creating the sourcing events settle with
current process prices. There might be currently expensive processes in place in
indirect purchasing and there is no dedicated function to think of especially
lowering the process costs. Now Portfolio Management can point portfolios in
which the processes should be cost efficient and in which IP can have more manual
processes. The portfolios give a lens to evaluate the exact area of purchases in which
certain actions bring value. This evaluation makes it possible to optimize purchases
better. All purchases are not similar and cannot be handled similarly. Accepted
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process costs can vary depending on the purchased items. Additionally, the
suggested model gives a one uniform model which supports the e-business model.

The challenge with the previous category management is the categories which are
highly linked to the personnel. It is challenging to keep up equal quality between
the sourcing of the categories. Additionally, those categories do not trigger any
strategic actions. The current categories plan themselves the strategic actions which
they perform within a category. This independence gives a Category Manager high
power on the actions made, but also demanding position to achieve strategic
improvements. In literature, it is stated that quite typically there are limited
resources to do spend analysis and do strategic sourcing development as the time is
consumed with supplier relations management related tasks. (Payne, et al., 2011, p.
2) With the current category model, it is inevitable that the organization would not
run into a situation where organization finds itself lacking talent because Category
Managers can focus too much on the operative tasks. The category manager
position is highly demanding and requiring a wide set of skills. Can be asked if it is
realistic to require a category lead with such a wide knowledge in the future. By
splitting the market, products, reoccurring sourcing and routine contracting from
the strategic decision making and stakeholder coordination in the proposed new
model, the skills from different persons can be utilized better.

Persons interviewed highlighted the changing of the required set of skills in the
Category Management. (Procure-to-Pay Process Lead, Manufacturing Company 2,
2016, Managing Director, Consulting Company 1, 2016; Solutions Architect,
Consulting Company 2, 2016) Assortment Management roles are challenging
positions, but they do not have to facilitate stakeholder forums to enable strategic
sourcing. They can be part of the project-like activities and give their expertise on
the markets, but they do not have the responsibility to lead the working of the team.
In the new model, the structure of Portfolio Management ensures equal sourcing
quality for strategically important areas. There remains one challenge that the
taskforce requires enough power within the organization to carry out the activeities
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in any area of IP. The management of IP needs to promote the portfolio teams into
a position in which they can deliver these strategic actions without extra challenges.

There are already companies which provide market knowledge and sourcing
services. (Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016) However, the
decision making is always required to be kept in-house. This decision making is
done within Portfolio Management. The taskforce in portfolio management defines
specification, gives the sourcing to internal resources in Assortment Management
or another outsourced counterpart who sources the purchase with the given
specification. When the sourcing is done, the Portfolio Management taskforce
evaluates the responses and makes the selection which is the most suitable
according to company strategy. The gathering of market knowledge consumes time
and requires constant contact with the markets. Market information collection is
established in the Assortment Management in this proposal. However, the market
knowledge can be sourced outside the company as well which brings IP new
perspectives in the future.
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9

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

There needs to be a planned roadmap to turn the visions into actions, as the model
causes changes in the case company. In this chapter, the phases are presented for
setting up the model. This section contains three roadmaps which are separated
from each other – Portfolio Management roadmap, Assortment Management
roadmap, and IP Process Management roadmap. The visual presentation of the
roadmaps are found in Appendix 6. The modularity of the model gives the
advantageto implement it partially. However, the best result is gained when the
whole model has been taken into use. The functioning of the parts of the model
have been designed to support each other. When implemented partially, the feasibility cannot be ensured. IP Process Management roadmap has been included to this
discussion as it manages the parts which have previously been managed by Category Management. Each of these roadmaps has four substreams which are the
establishment of personnel, operations, processes and reporting.

9.1

Assortment Management Roadmap

Assortment Management roadmap starts with Standard concepting in which the
UNSPSC standard implementation in IP is planned. This phase requires to contain
basic training for IP personnel about the use of UNSPSC. The personnel should be
instructed to find correct commodity from the standard. For example, in the
standard, there are no flight tickets. Instead, the standard classifies flights to be
personal air transportation because the ticket is not the actual product. Training is
required to understand the logic. Even if it would be a bit challenging at first to find
the correct item, the work is valuable as it gives the visibility to the purchased items
which IP has not had before. The standard and its importance have to be understood
by the personnel before Assortment Management resource planning is started. In
resource planning are defined Assortment Management role descriptions and
assigned responsibilities. Every area of UNSPSC standard should be assigned to
somebody, and be defined if the responsibility is global, regional or local. Probably
the easiest way is first to define global responsibilities and assign IP regional teams
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to define local responsibilities. The final phase in this personnel stream is Implementation and stabilizing use of UNSPSC which contains the actual implementation
to the organization and planning of the recurring UNSPSC training cycle. It is also
proposed that some persons in the organization should have a membership of
official UNSPSC community.

References indicate that there are benefits implementing the standard organizationwide. (Aberdeen Group, 2007) According to the UNSPSC standard management
team it “is an open, global, multi-sector standard for efficient, accurate classification of products and services. UNSPSC is an efficient, accurate and flexible
classification system for achieving company-wide visibility of spend analysis, as
well as, enabling procurement to deliver on cost-effectiveness demands and
allowing full exploitation of electronic commerce capabilities.” (UNSPSC, 2014)
Therefore, it would be beneficial to start the discussions about Extending the use of
the standard to the whole case company. This discussion can be started simultaneously with the standard concepting in IP. If it is not possible to extend to the
direct purchasing, the standard can at least be applied to other IP systems, like travel
management, building maintenance, IT purchases, to give a coherent spend data
from different systems. As discussed already, also vendor master data should be
updated to contain standard coding instead of current category information. The
standard might be planned to be also used in supplier cooperation. After the
extension of UNSPSC standard is completed, the building of Integrated reporting
could be started which gives one overview of spend information from different
systems. This kind of visibility would make it easier to find and capture savings and
development actions. The current supplier based reporting remains for supplier
performance measuring, but new official spend management reports could be
established based on UNSPSC.

The new e-sourcing tool will be an important tool for assortments. The changed
ways of working also require Optimizing of Assortment Management working. In
this phase is checked if Assortment Management has everything sufficient to
perform their part. The new SRM tools, market monitoring techniques, sufficient
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routine reports for their daily work, discussions of templates to ease working, and
methods for employee satisfaction measuring can be introduced. The separation of
Assortment Management working from strategic decision making will allow future
Outsourcing evaluation. After the Assortment Management concept has been
stabilized, it can be evaluated for outsourcing.

On the reporting stream, there are great possibilities. The classified and hierarchical
data allow drill-down reports and analytics. Currently, IP has global KPIs affecting
to the whole IP. In addition to these indicators, there could be separate performance
measures for each of the suggested functions. There would be then needed a
Selection and creation of KPIs for Assortment Management. These measures could
be related to the content in e-procurement tool, sourcing cycle times, or other which
guide and encourage to better results on standard sourcing activities. In addition,
more developed analytics support can be planned. The good data analytics increases
compliance as the buyer has better tools to evaluate the effectiveness and ensure
proper purchasing. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 268) Additionally, the automated systems
and reporting to support global compliance as they make visibility to the areas in
which may occur corruption. (Deloitte, 2013, p. 7)

With the product and service level reporting the company can search for patterns in
purchasing and learn about internal demand management. These can be used in
establishment of catalog content for the e-procurement tool. Demand management
is important as the amount of work for catalog maintenance and selection explodes
which kind of work IP did not have before. IP may design and follow demand
forecasts for certain purchases for the first time. Forecasting will probably never be
possible to all of the purchases, but within certain portfolios, similar forecasting
methods as in retail demand management may be used. For the sourcing
opportunity and price negotiations activities point of view, the availability of spend
and market data and analysis were found to be more critical than the category
definition (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 5; Aberdeen Group, 2007). There might be a
reason to evaluate a separate spend analysis tools. The spend analysis will become
even more important in the future in the research of new improvement areas.
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9.2

Portfolio Management Roadmap

Portfolio Management should also be started with detailed Concept planning, in
which are made plans for required resources, teams are defined, and concept
confirmed. If proper resources cannot be found within IP organization, there might
be need to recruit fixed taskforce members. When confirming the roles, it needs to
be ensured that these people are capable for the strategic and cross-functional team
working. They need to have good project management and progression skills. Simultaneously with concepting is started Portfolio Management tools and processes
definition. To achieve best results, some standard ways of working are created
which should include at least Portfolio Management communication channel
definition, project task, schedule, and documentation templates, and process
definition. The team should maintain one year plan for the next upcoming activities
which can include some recurring projects like the portfolios’ re-evaluation task.

Establishment of portfolios is started after UNSPSC standard implementation has
been begun in Assortment Management roadmap. In the beginning, the Power
Matrix results presented in this thesis are confirmed and adjusted if needed. These
Power Matrix results are translated to contain only UNSPSC standard defined
content. After this step, the analysis is enhanced with adding Kraljic Matrix
financial dimension, and the content is finally divided into those suggested eight
portfolios. When the portfolios are confirmed, they should be prioritized as category management planning process suggests. From these eight portfolios, the most
strategically important ones should be identified. When this is done, the rest of the
category management planning process can be done; assessment, management
analysis, selecting strategies, tactics, and measures in the upcoming activities.

Next phases are selecting a Pilot project for the new taskforce. The pilot project
can be anything which requires stakeholder participation and decision making. It
can be escalated from an assortment, or it can be defined by the IP management.
The first project-like activity could be a facilitating forum to create at least some
catalogs for e-procurement system of the purchases in the generic portfolio. After
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a successful pilot, the concept has a full Implementation. Next occurrence for Next
projects review should also be decided. It can be estimated that the purchasing
function will change during the time. The model is adaptable to different designs
later on. If the purchasing is managed globally, the assortment responsibilities can
be defined at a global level for certain areas. Portfolio Management team has the
possibility to evaluate this kind of changes, and make the decisions which are
suitable in the future. Additionally, the model is suitable to be adopted later to the
direct purchasing, but this is a separate decision. Similarly as Assortment Management, Portfolio Management can have their targets, which support efficient projectlike working. Additionally, each portfolio can create their own scorecards to
measure some portfolio specific details. The final phases of the roadmaps for
Portfolio Management are Selecting the KPIs, Creating reporting and Implementation.
9.3

Process Management Roadmap

Building a process function is necessary to start from Concepting as this thesis does
not describe working and definition of the process function as detailed as the
function of Category Management. As suggested in previously, the process
organization should contain both operations and development functions. At first,
the development organization needs to be defined and given training of process
development ideologies. The Roles and Responsibilities regarding the processes,
like process owners, development team members, and operational team leaders
should be defined. It would be helpful to identify suppliers providing processes and
let them be managed by the process organization. There are suppliers that provide
processes rather than items, like it has been discussed in previous chapters. An
example of such a supplier was the payment card or e-business solution provider.
These suppliers’ costs can be managed separately and calculated to process costs.
In Process development implementation, the development function is established to
cover all IP processes.
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For the development function are Defined processes and tools before they start the
Process mapping. In process mapping, a detailed level process mapping or value
stream mapping is needed to create a base for process development, and for
checking that the current ways of working in the operations. IP needs to maintain
cost efficient processes and decide which processes are allowed. Not supported
processes ramp-down is planned. After these phases, the process organization can
start to research Process costs for these processes. It is suggested that the invoicing
process for indirect purchases would be transferred to be officially part of IP. This
change would ensure low total process costs and decrease partial optimization in
IP. When all the processes and their costs are known, it can be made decisions to
reduce process costs by changing the process or increase the implementation of ebusiness solution in the every feasible area. This cost consciousness also supports
the OPTIMAX strategy, and project feasibility as the adaptation of the e-business
solution would increase.

With a process organization, other process development actions can later be planned based on the process management theories. IP can evaluate End-to-end IP Lean
project to eliminate any excess process phases and unneeded handling. The ebusiness solutions have given visibility to processes. Now companies have started
actively make their processes more efficient. (Head of Development, Financial
Company, 2017; Head of Purchase-to-Pay Process Management, Manufacturing
Company 3, 2016; IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3, 2016) Monitoring the
process performance, in-house or for outsourced solutions, should be planned. To
increase the knowledge of IP processes, a cross-process training for process organization members could be a good introduction to understand the efficiency of the
whole chain instead of one part of it. Monitoring process should be taken into reality
by Selecting KPIs for processes, Creating reporting and Implementing it to IP.

Later in the future, IP can start Outsourcing evaluation for some of the operational
processes or for all of them after the processes are stable. The model supports the
business process outsourcing (BPO) evaluations. When the process development
function has defined the cost of internal processes, Portfolio Management can
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evaluate if in certain portfolios it is more profitable to outsource the whole process.
The modularity of the model allows outsourcing Assortment Management and
Process Operations functions which contain mostly recurring actions without
strategic decision making. Without the process organization’s process mapping,
outsourcing will be more challenging or even impossible. Future outsourcing is
possible when processes are defined and easy to manage. (Senior Manager,
Consulting Company 1, 2016) If outsourcing is too radical, IP can evaluate
replacing certain manual process phases with Cognitive computing solutions. When
IP decides to keep all the process handling in-house, there might be some feasible
areas to evaluate. Especially data classifications, customer service and certain recurring transactions are easy to automate. (Managing Director, Consulting Company 1, 2016) Some companies had already thought or implemented such solutions
in purchasing. (Managing Director, Consulting Company 1, 2016; Solutions
Architect, Consulting Company 2, 2016, Head of Development, Financial Company, 2017)
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10 CONCLUSIONS
Indirect spend is challenging to manage. Not only due to the varying nature of the
purchased products and services, but also because there are a lot of internal actions
to be managed. The indirect spend management has an impact on the company’s
financial results. The categories used to manage spend mean several subjects in IP;
a person’s area of responsibility, groups of similar products and different markets.
Several perspectives had to be used to establish the optimal solution. This complexity is probably the reason why indirect purchasing category management can be the
most politically sensitive subject in an organization. (Payne, et al., 2011, p. 5) The
case company of this research has a typical indirect purchasing environment.

IP has defined categories differently than literature or most of the interviewed companies. The categorization was based on suppliers instead of products and services.
This method was due to previous technical limitations. However, the new ebusiness solutions bring new processes in which the detailed information is
collected easily. Now it is possible to change the category definition to be more as
it is originally defined. The Category Management model is dominating in the
indirect purchasing management according to interviews. Segmenting purchases
based on their markets seems to be beneficial for the sourcing, but it is not the best
to manage all the other IP activities. The two layered model, containing Assortment
and Portfolio focus areas, can fix this challenge.

E-business solutions are only processes. They do not challenge the Category
Management. However, the current structure of Category Management in the case
company is not the most optimal in the environment in which the e-sourcing and eprocurement tools are fully in use. The interviews emphasized the importance of
the processes. Therefore, Process Management was separated from Category Management in this new model. In this thesis were done the data analysis and the Power
Matrix to give a cross-section of indirect spend. The analyses done gave results
supporting each other and help selecting the content for e-business solution. Based
on the analysis and the fact that company did not already have the strategic sourcing
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tools in use, it was decided to introduce Kamann’s cube as a part of the new model.
The framework gives a base for different purchasing portfolios, which allow IP to
focus actions to correct purchasing areas in the future. It is beneficial to bundle
strategically similar purchases into groups. (Seifert, 2003, p. 21) This remark was
found applicable also for purchases in an e-business environment.

New electronic processes need standardization. The process automatization
requires more detailed classification of purchases than before. For that reason, the
company had already implemented UNSPSC standard. Interviewed companies
have mainly adopted similar solutions. The standard has a significantly similar
structure than the case company’s current subcategories. Therefore, it was found
beneficial to adopt the UNSPSC standard into the wider use in the company and
define future categories with the standard. According to consultants, the category
management will be dominating also in the future. The observations also defend
the use of UNSPSC standard which creates a stable structure for classification.
Interviews also brought up the fact that these e-business tools do not bring any
automatic advantage, but the purchasing organization needs to continue an active
work to reach savings and efficiency. The two levels in the model support this
thought by giving standard segments to approach the markets, and strategic
portfolios to manage internal stakeholders and work.

Finally, the proposed model, containing Assortment Management, Portfolio Management, and Process Management, takes into account several different perspectives. It is believed to give an advantage to the company because it
-

is possible to establish with current resources

-

enables the implementation of reporting integration across several systems
even to the suppliers’ processes

-

enables later BPO investigation for Assortment Management and Process
Operations function

-

enables process costs definition and better process efficiency

-

has a standardized element to ease reporting, but the sourcing decisions
(global/regional/local sourcing) can change according to later needs
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-

ensures stakeholders’ better involvement to high-level sourcing decisions
and improves IP service towards stakeholders with scheduled and documented ways of working

-

separates strategic and operational work so that skills and workload is
divided more equally between persons, and no highly challenging positions
are established

-

can be implemented according to the suggested roadmaps.

The company had unclear roles and responsibilities in the new environment with
the e-business tools. The company could have started with organizational restructuring; not thinking of operations first properly. Organizational perspective was not
included in the research questions of this thesis work, but this case proves that
starting to optimize activities and functions, it gives a good base for organizational
development. Also, many organizational subjects were solved automatically during
the establishment of the model. For example, the model defines personnel
responsibilities easily, and that way saves time and internal negotiation. As the
development begins with operations, it gives the much better operational qualifications as done the other way round.

The model created in this thesis is designed for the case company. However, the
observation may be beneficial and applicable to other companies. The future
research is required to investigate more in detail whether Power Matrix and Kraljic
Matrix perspectives could be generalized to help implementation of e-business
solutions. Additionally, the e-procurement tools bring webshop ideology into IP so
there could be benefits from applying retail and marketing theories into this
environment. Marketing theories could be used to identify internal end user
segments and increase knowledge of the usage of the e-procurement tool. By
identifying end users could be increased compliance. Also, different demand forecasting theories may be applied to certain indirect portfolios. In the case company,
the future research will be in implementing the proposed model.
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11 SUMMARY
Indirect purchasing manages purchases which are not directly contributed to the
company’s end products. To manage better this varying area of purchases, ebusiness tools, such as e-sourcing and e-procurement solutions, have become more
typical. This research examines Indirect Purchasing Department which has recently
implemented these tools. The case company manages indirect purchases with the
Category Management model. The first target of this research was to evaluate the
current model and vision the optimal model for the era in which the e-business tools
are fully in use. Another target was to plan a roadmap for the model implementtation to make the model into reality.

Due to the problem complexity, the thesis contained both qualitative and quantitative research. Spend analysis were done for identifying spend suitable for the ebusiness solutions while interviews were to discover limitations and possibilities of
the new model creation. The spend analyses indicate that certain products or services are easier to make POs and agreements with the supplier. Therefore, it was
assumed that products and services which were easier to manage with the existing
processes were also easier to transfer into e-business processes. Interviews were
done using company’s internal and external contacts. In internal interviews, IP
spend was placed into Power Matrix framework. These results were in line with the
results of data analyses. Seems that spend which was easier to manage, falls mostly
into generic items. In internal interviews were discussed an optimal solution for the
model establishment for IP and future possibilities. Based on these interviews, data
analyses and literature the future model and roadmaps were created.

In the model, it is proposed to form separate functions to manage processes and
purchased products and services, which are Category Management and IP Supply
Chain Management. The functions are yet divided into strategic and operative
functions. Under Category Management, Portfolio Management is a strategic sourcing and agile decision-making organization which facilitates discussion with
stakeholders necessary for strategic decisions. Assortment Management is the part
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of Category Management which executes non-strategic operations, supplier
contacting, agreement renewals, and works actively with the new e-sourcing tool.
IP Supply Chain Management contains Process Development and Operations
functions. The first of them focuses on the process cost and development while the
latter executes IP processes efficiently and works with the new e-procurement tool.

The base for the planned model is United Nations Standard Products and Services
Codes which defines the categories in the future model. The standard coding is
combined with the strategic sourcing tools such as Power Matrix and Kraljic Matrix
are used to build strategic portfolios. The model is planned to reflect the future
needs and will help IP to develop further after the implementation of e-business
tools. In addition to the model, the thesis proposes a development roadmap for
implementing the model in IP. After setting up the proposed model, the major
development areas were found to be in process mapping, simplification, and
outsourcing; integrated reporting over several systems; detailed data collection of
the purchases; and focusing actions to strategically similar purchasing areas.
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INTERVIEWS
During this research was interviewed the following contacts.

Internal Interviews
Accountant, Period End Closing [Interview] (18.10.2016)
Manager, Shared Service Center Development [Interview] (19.10.2016)
General Manager, Procurement Center [Interview] (8.12.2016)
General Manager, IP, Country Management [Interview] (9.1.2017)
Development Manager, Procurement Center [Interview] (18.11.2016)
Director, Financial Reporting [Interview] (21.10.2016)
Development Engineer, Procurement Center [Interview] (18.11.2016)
Director, IP [Interview] (9.1.2017)
Process Development Manager, Process, Tools & Reporting [Interview]
(17.1.2017)
General Manager, Process, Tools and Reporting, [Interview] (15.11.2016)
General Manager, Processes, Tools and Reporting, [Interview] (9.1.2017)
Manager, Accounts payable [Interview] (28.11.2016)
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Category Manager, MRO Production [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Manager, Mobile and Telecom Services [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Senior Strategic Purchaser, ICT Procurement, IT [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Manager, IT Operative Purchasing [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Manager, ICT Procurement Services [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Category Manager, Facility Management, IP [Interview] (1.12.2016)
Category Manager, Engineering & Classifications, IP [Interview] (2.12.2016)
Category Manager, Services, IP [Interview] (7.12.2016)
Category Manager, Logistics, IP [Interview] (7.12.2016)
Category Manager, Marketing & Communications, IP [Interview] (8.12.2016)
Category Manager, Travel & Meetings, IP [Interview] (8.12.2016)
Category Manager, HR & Personnel Services, IP [Interview] (7.12.2016)
Supply Management Expert, IP, Finland [Interview] (8.12.2016)

External Interviews
Managing Director, Consulting Company 1. [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Senior Manager, Consulting Company 1. [Interview] (29.11.2016)
Solutions Architect, Consulting Company 2. [Interview] (13.12.2016)
Commercial Manager, Consulting Company 2. [Interview] (13.12.2016)
Category Manager, Manufacturing Company 1. [Interview] (28.11.2016)
Procure-to-Pay Process Lead, Manufacturing Company 2. [Interview] (9.12.2016)
Head of Purchase-to-Pay Process Management, Manufacturing Company 3.
[Interview] (16.12.2016)
IT Manager, Manufacturing Company 3. [Interview] (16.12.2016)
Head of Development, Financial Company. [Interview] (23.1.2017)

APPENDIX 1. Indirect Purchasing General Ledgers

GENERAL LEDGERS FOR IP
140 General Ledgers used by IP. Selected in cooperation with financial department.
0004210000 - Material consumable, not to stock, general

0007290000 - Other administrative expenses

0004210010 - Material consumable, not to stock, tools

0007290100 - Maintenance office equipment (excl. IT-equipment)

0004210020 - Material consumable, not to stock, chemicals

0007295000 - Environmental expenses

0004210100 - Equipment costs

0007300000 - Printed Promotional material

0004210300 - Maintenance costs, buildings

0007300010 - Customer Magazines

0004210310 - Maintenance costs, machinery and tools

0007300020 - Annual report

0004210320 - Maintenance costs, industrial vehicles

0007300090 - Translation expenses

0004210330 - Maintenance costs, grounds and external areas

0007300100 - Exhibition expenses

0004210400 - Fuel costs

0007300110 - Customer seminars

0004210500 - Electricity costs

0007300200 - Sales promotion expenses

0004210510 - District heat costs

0007300210 - Direct marketing & campaigns

0004210520 - Clean and waste water costs

0007300300 - Advertising expenses

0004210600 - Gas costs

0007300310 - Sponsoring expenses

0004210700 - Real Estate maintenance & services (Optimaze)

0007300400 - Marketing research

0004300000 - Subcontracting costs

0007400000 - Travel expenses, tax deductible

0004300050 - Outsourcing (direct)

0007400010 - Travel expenses, tax deductible, training

0004300100 - Construction consulting fees

0007400100 - Travel expenses, non-tax deductible

0004300200 - Planning consulting fees

0007400200 - Daily allowances, non-taxable

0004300300 - Classification costs

0007400300 - Daily allowances, taxable

0004300400 - Project related financing services

0007400500 - Hotel expenses

0004300900 - Other subcontracting costs

0007400510 - Flight expenses

0004500000 - Delivery costs (inbound, not to stock)

0007400530 - Other transportation expenses

0004500200 - Delivery costs (custom duties, inbound)

0007400540 - Customs etc. charges

0004550000 - Delivery costs (outbound)

0007400550 - Meal allowance expenses

0004550200 - Delivery costs (custom duties, outbound)

0007400560 - Kilometer, mileage compensations

0007000000 - Land area rental expenses

0007400570 - Kilometer, mileage compensations, taxable

0007000100 - Rental of apartments for lodging, personnel

0007410000 - Representation expenses, partly deductible

0007000200 - Building rental expenses

0007410010 - Representation expenses, not deductible

0007000300 - Machinery & Equipment in plant or factory rental e

0007410020 - Representation expenses, deductible

0007000310 - Car rental expenses

0007410100 - Presents, gifts to external persons, partly deduct

0007000900 - Other rental expenses

0007410110 - Presents, gifts to external persons, not deductib.

0007005300 - Machinery & Equipment in plant or factory leasing

0007410120 - Presents, gifts to external persons, deductible

0007005400 - Car leasing expenses

0007420000 - External negotiation expenses, own premises

0007005500 - Office equipment leasing expenses

0007420010 - External negotiation expenses,outside own premises

0007005600 - IT Hardware leasing (Personal devices+accessories)

0007420020 - Alcohol used in own premises

0007005650 - IT Hardware leasing (Servers and other shared equ)

0007420100 - Internal negotiation expenses, own premises

0007005700 - Mobile phone and telephone leasing expenses

0007420110 - Internal negotiation expenses,outside own premises

0007005900 - Other leasing expenses

0007500000 - Auditing expenses, external

0007200000 - Office supplies

0007500100 - Auditing expenses, internal

0007200050 - Copying, scanning expenses

0007500800 - Quality audit expenses external (ISO9001 audit etc

0007200051 - Copying, scanning expenses 2

0007500810 - Environmental audit expenses external (ISO140001 e

0007200100 - Books, newspapers, newsletter and articles

0007510000 - IT consultancy, hired in contracts and experts

0007210000 - Postal service expenses

0007510100 - Tax consultancy expenses

0007210100 - Telephone & fax expenses

0007510200 - Marketing and PR consultancy fee

0007210110 - Mobile phone expenses

0007510300 - Online and digital marketing consultancy fee

0007220000 - Health care expenses (compulsory)

0007510800 - Technical consultancy fee

0007220100 - Compensation for health care expenses

0007510900 - Other consultancy fees

0007230000 - Health care expenses (non-compulsory)

0007520000 - External legal services

0007230001 - Health care expenses 2

0007520900 - Other legal charges

0007230100 - Recruitment expenses

0007530000 - Expenses for patent rights and model rights

0007230200 - Training expenses (own personnel)

0007580000 - Customer training expenses

0007230300 - Gifts, presents, congratulations to own personnel

0007580100 - Expenses for hired-ins

0007230400 - Expenses for leisure activities

0007580300 - Support Licence expenses

0007230500 - Transportation allowances for personnel

0007580800 - Security-service, external

0007230800 - Safety equipm.for personnel(overalls,helmets,etc.)

0007580810 - Cleaning-service, external

0007230900 - Other personnel expenses

0007580820 - Reception and switchboard services, external

0007230910 - Other personnel expenses, partly or non tax-deduct

0007580830 - Other facility services, external

0007250000 - Housing and residential expenses

0007580900 - Other services

0007250010 - Other expenses for location abroad

0007600000 - Data transfer expenses of offices

0007250100 - Car expenses (incl. Maintenance etc.)

0007600100 - IT Hardware purchase (Personal devices + accessori

0007250150 - Car expenses, non tax-deductible

0007600150 - IT Hardware purchase (Servers and other shared equ

0007260000 - Donations, scholarship expenses

0007600200 - IT Software licenses

0007270000 - Membership fees

0007600250 - IT Software maintenance and support agreement

0007280010 - General and products liability insurance expenses

0007600300 - Application management expenses

0007280040 - Property All Risks insurance

0007600400 - IT Hardware support and maintenance agreement

0007280060 - Business interruption insurance expenses

0007600500 - HP fee

0007280070 - Cargo insurance expenses

0007600900 - Other IT expenses

0007280080 - Car insurance expenses

0007700100 - Travel costs of external persons

0007280090 - Travel insurance expenses

0007700900 - Other operating expenses

0007280900 - Other risk charges

0007710030 - Registration and stamp duties
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CONTACTS
CONSULTING COMPANY 1

CONSULTING COMPANY 2

A global consulting company which
provides consulting services in
purchasing and strategy. Additionally
the company executes e-business
solution implementation projects.

A global consulting company, which
provides consulting in purchasing and
services in outsourced procurement
solutions.

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY 1

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY 2

A global electronics manufacturer which
has implemented e-procurement, esourcing and e-invoicing solutions to its
indirect purchases in 2013.

A global manufacturer in metal industry.
The company has implemented the esourcing system in the early 2016.
During the research the company was
rolling out e-procurement solution.

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY 3

FINANCIAL
COMPANY

A global life science solutions company
which provides medication,
vaccinations, health care solutions and
does a world leading research in the
same area. The company decided to
implement e-procurement solution in
2014.

A financial company operating in
Finland. The company provides banking
and insurance services. The company
has implemented e-procurement and esourcing solutions in their direct and
indirect purchasing a couple of years
ago.
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT PHASES DESCRIPTIONS
Portfolio Management concept planning. This phase plans the required resources for
Portfolio Management concept. The phase contains:
• Defining concept
• Personnel skills and interests evaluation and discussions
• Decision of the count of portfolio taskforces, pointing portfolio managers, project
managers and other resources required.
• Recruiting if necessary
Establishment of portfolios. This phase plans the required resources for Portfolio
Management concept. This phase contains following steps:
• Confirming segments on Power Matrix.
• Dividing segments by their financial importance to Kraljic Matrix.
• Confirming final 8 portfolios.
• Evaluation of portfolios and prioritizing them by their strategical importance.
• Portfolio assesment to evaluate each portfolio performance with different perspectives.
• Portfolio management analysis to set measures and targets for the portfolios so that the
overview supports company strategy.
• Selection of portfolio strategies.
Pilot project. When the most critical steps are finished, a pilot project can be started. Pilot
project can be any task which require stakeholder participation and decision making. For
example, a pilot project can be running CM planning process within a portfolio, or running one
high-value strategic sourcing event.
Implementation. This phase implements the portfolio management fully in the Indirect
Purchasing organization. All the Portfolio Management teams are launched and routine project
working is started.
Defining tools and processes for Portfolio Management. To achieve best results,
Portfolio Management requires standard ways of working. Therefore, in this phase are defined:
• Channel in which are managed current activities and future plan for portfolio tasks.
• Channel in which assortments can propose future activities for portfolio management
team(s).
• Portfolio task and schedule template
• Documentation templates
• Documented process for Portfolio Management
• Roles and responsibilites for fixed and changing members
Selecting KPIs for Portfolio Management. The Portfolio Management function requires
their own KPIs which support efficient project-like working. In this phase are set measures which
encourage to better results.
Creating reporting for Portfolio Management. The Portfolio Management taskforces have
to report their actions so that they can be measured. In this phase are designed the channels for
portfolio reporting and defined what are reported and how often.
Portfolio Management reporting implementation. The final phase implements the
decided manners for Portfolio Management reporting for all the portfolio management teams.
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ASSORTMENT MANAGEMENT PHASES DESCRIPTIONS
Standard concepting. In this phase are defined UNSPSC standard to be the base for IP
working. IP adopts UNSPSC and plans mandatory UNSPSC training for all personnel. Training can
be done in-house or outsourced.
Assortment Management resource planning. In this phase are done:
• Personnel skills and interest discussions
• Assigning every UNSPSC segment to someone’s assortment.
• Defining for each area if the responsibility is global, regional, or local.
Implementation and stabilizing the use of UNSPSC. In this phase the Assortment
Management is implemented. Additionally, the reoccurring UNSPSC trainings are planned for the
personnel and are defined persons in the organization who should have a membership to official
UNSPSC community.
Extending the use of UNSPSC. In this phase are researched and implemented areas in which
could be used UNSPSC, but is not yet discovered. At least should be investigated:
• Other IP systems to which UNSPSC can be applied (travel management, building
maintenance, IT purchases)
• the VMD is updated (Every supplier should have preferred UNSPSC commodity in the
vendor master data instead of category)
• Possibility to extend the use of UNSPSC to direct purchases is iinvestigated
Integrated reporting. When the standard has been extended as wide as possible, can be built
an integrated reporting which improves spend visibility. In this phase should be executed
following:
• Current Spend KPIs report is changed to be only supplier performance reports and for
assortment and portfolio management are estalished other official reports. Measures on
supplier reports are checked to measure only supplier performance
• An integrated reporting is created which has connections to several data sources. This
integrated view is promoted as official IP reports.
Optimizing Assortment Management working. To support efficient assortment working,
Assortment Management proper tools and ways of working should be evaluated. At least should
be checked:
• Market monitoring automation systems
• Supplier relationship management systems
• Sufficient routine reporting of assortment performance
• Possibilities to create lighter templates (agreements etc.) for purchases on low risk
portfolios
• Efficient e-procurement content creation and validation process
• Checking possibilities to gain end user opinions and satisfaction from e-business tools
(as end user surveys).
Outsourcing evaluation. After the Assortment Management concept has been stabilized, it
can be evaluated for outsourcing.
Selecting KPIs for Assortment Management. The Assortment Management function
requires own KPIs which support efficient working. In this phase are set measures which
encourage to better results on standard sourcing activities.
Creating reporting for Assortment Management. The Assortment Management has to
monitor content validity and quality. In this phase are designed the reports and measures to
ensure the content quality in the system.
Assortment Management reporting implementation. The final phase implements the
decided manners for Assortment Management reporting.
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PROCESS MANAGEMENT PHASES DESCRIPTIONS
Concepting. This phase contains:
• Development organization definition. Assigning resources and creating a team only for
process development
• Identifying of suppliers which provide processes and handing them for process team to
manage. Some suppliers provide processes rather than items. The suppliers are
identified to manage them separately and for calculating spend to process costs.
Roles and responsibilities. This phase defines roles and responsibilities within the process
development function and on operations.
Process development implementation. This phase implements the process development
organization to IP. The daily working is started.
Defining tools and processes for process development. The process development
organization may require some new tools and ways of working. This phase sets up needed
manners. There could be training for process development ideologies to development
organization members.
Process mapping. This phase contains detailed level process mapping or value stream
mapping to create a base for process development. Also supported and allowed processes in IP
are decided. Not supported processes ramp-down is planned.
Defining process costs. This phase is for defining IP process costs for each of IP processes. IP
needs to maintain costefficient processes. After every process has been mapped, the cost can be
calculated.
End-to-end IP Lean project. IP can eliminate excess process phases and unneeded handling.
• The optimization and waste removal are done for IP, or
• Transferring indirect purchases invoicing ownership to IP. To achieve the best process
cost optimization, it is proposed to create and-to-end processes. Therefore, this phase
evaluate if the indirect purchases invoice handling sould be transferred to under IP.
• If IP decides to transfer invoicing under them, IP can start end-to-end lean project to
ensure lowest possible process costs and avoid sub-optimization.
Cognitive computing. This project is to evaluate if there are manual working phases in the
processes which could be changed to cognitive computing. In this project may be evaluated also
other cognitive computing possibilities for IP.
Outsourcing evaluation. After the processes are stable and separated to independent
function, the processing can be evaluated to be outsourced. If IP has decides to outsource some
of the processes, the function needs to monitor the outsourced processes. In this phase are
created a common monitoring process for outsourced processes.
Selecting KPIs for processes. The Process function requires their own KPIs which support
efficient working. In this phase are set measures which encourage to better results on processes
and their development. This project defines how Process development and Operations functions
are measured and monitored.
Creating reporting for processes. The Process function has to monitor process performance.
In this phase are designed the reports required.
Processes reporting implementation. The final phase implements the decided manners for
Process reporting.

